**Academic Dress**

**DEGREE OF DOCTOR**  
(Other than the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy)  
- Festal gown of scarlet cloth of Cambridge doctoral pattern with 10cm facings and sleeve linings with the colour of the doctoral degree  
- Black velvet bonnet with silver cord and tassel  
- Hood of scarlet cloth lined with silk of the relevant award colour specified in Table 1

**DEGREE OF DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY**  
- Festal gown of scarlet cloth of Cambridge doctoral pattern faced with cream silk  
- Black velvet bonnet with cream cord and tassel  
- Hood fully lined with claret silk and edged with cream silk

**MASTERS DEGREES**  
- Black gown of Cambridge masters pattern  
- Black trenched/mortar board with black tassel  
- Hood fully lined with the relevant award colour specified in Table 1 and edged with white silk

**GRADUATE DIPLOMAS AND CERTIFICATES**  
**DEGREE OF BACHELOR**  
- Black gown of Cambridge bachelors pattern  
- Black trenched/mortar board with black tassel  
- Hood trimmed with the relevant award colour specified in Table 1

**DIPLOMAS/ADVANCED DIPLOMAS/ASSOCIATE DEGREES**  
- Black gown  
- No hood or trenched  
- Full length stole

**ASSOCIATE DIPLOMAS/CERTIFICATE IV**  
- Black gown  
- No hood or trenched  
- Full length stole

**CERTIFICATES OTHER THAN CERTIFICATE IV**  
- Black gown

**Table 1**

Colours are allocated to groups of awards in areas which form a broad field of study, as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field of Study</th>
<th>Colour</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Natural and Physical Sciences</td>
<td>Moss Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information Technology</td>
<td>Cossack Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engineering and Related Technology</td>
<td>Purple</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Architecture and Building</td>
<td>Magenta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agriculture, Environmental and Related Studies</td>
<td>Peony Red</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health</td>
<td>Pale Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Peach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management and Commerce</td>
<td>Powder Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Society and Culture</td>
<td>Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creative Arts</td>
<td>Lemon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food Hospitality and Personal Services</td>
<td>Light Royal Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixed Field Programs</td>
<td>Lavender</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indigenous Education</td>
<td>New Red</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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The Graduation Ceremony

Students participating in university graduation ceremonies join a rich tradition, which dates back to the 12th Century. The ceremony, presided over by the Chancellor, serves as the official conferral of awards obtained by students. Prior to the ceremony they are "graduands" – those eligible to graduate – but upon conferral they become graduates.

Academic dress is comprised of a gown, and depending on the level of award, a stole or hood and a trencher or bonnet. In line with British university graduation tradition, the Charles Darwin University Chancellor’s robes are embroidered with gold thread, while the Vice-Chancellor’s robes are embroidered with silver. The official regalia worn by members of the Academic Procession reflect the diversity of qualifications and universities represented – the hoods worn by graduating students identify them as a Charles Darwin University graduate in their chosen discipline.

The official conferral of awards takes place during the ceremony and is undertaken by the Chancellor. After the official conferral of awards, each student will be individually acknowledged and presented with their award. This public acknowledgement is a very important part of the ceremony – it gives the graduate an opportunity to be congratulated on their achievement and it also serves to validate the student’s graduate status.

The Chancellor's Chair

The Chancellor’s chair was a gift to the University from the Australian National University in 2009, and was made by Mr Timothy Foster. Mr Foster is a professional furniture maker and teacher with over 30 years’ experience in industry, and divides his time between working for commission and teaching. The design of the chair was driven primarily by the importance of its ceremonial function and the desire to create a visually engaging chair, able to claim its place in the room and focus the attention of the congregation. The chair is made from Delinia timber, which is a species native to New Guinea, where it was sustainably sourced and certified by the Forest Stewardship Council. It was chosen for its rich colour, fine grain, stability and strength, and also its relevance in proximity to Darwin. The CDU Crest at the top of the chair is hand-shaped and finished, and was produced in collaboration with gold and silversmith, Mr Shaun Booth.

The Vice-Chancellor’s and Deputy Chancellor’s chairs were made in 2011 by Mr Matt Davidson. Mr Davidson is a local furniture craftsman and builder whose work can be seen throughout Darwin, including the CDU Chancellery building and the Darwin Convention Centre. These chairs were designed to complement the Chancellor’s chair and are made from Silky Oak. This timber was chosen for its contrasting colour, although the figure and grain are very similar to the Chancellor’s chair.
The Seasons Fanfare

The Seasons Fanfare was commissioned by Charles Darwin University to coincide with its 25th Anniversary. Composed by Dr Leif Sundstrup, the work celebrates both the diverse Territory seasons and the celebration of the university ritual with understated transformations representing the Darwinian principals of life. Although a modern work in contraction, the fanfare is both accessible and memorable, framing the academic environment and lasting tradition of the Charles Darwin University.

The Fanfare represents both the antiquity and grandeur of university life, based on three recurring and transforming themes: The University, The Dignitaries, and The Seasons. Amongst the developing musical subjects throughout the fanfare can be heard distinct representations of the seasons including ‘the build up’ with thunder storms, slow moving breezes of the tranquil dry, and a hint of the Darwin’s Finches (Galápagos finches) which played an important part in his theories.

The work is written in a traditionally classical style to reflect the long and important history of the Charles Darwin University and its maturation over the past twenty-five years.

The Mace

For thousands of years the mace has been used as a symbol of government. Originally a weapon in the shape of a club, often spiked, it has evolved to become a decorative and ceremonial object of great value and beauty. The ceremonial mace is documented to have been used since the 16th Century. Carried by a Mace Bearer, it is intended to represent the protection of a person of authority, such as reigning monarchs and religious leaders. Oxford University began using a mace for ceremonial occasions in the late 16th Century and Cambridge University adopted a mace in 1626.

The mace is traditionally a gift, and the Charles Darwin University Mace was gifted from Flinders University Council in 2010. Glenice Lesley Matthews was commissioned to design and make the University Mace. Glenice Matthews, well known for her work as a silversmith, designed and made the Mace for Edith Cowan University.

Work on the design for the CDU Mace began in late 2010 and final approval of the design was given by the Chancellor in early 2011. It incorporates images of a “flame of knowledge” linking to the traditional use of firesticks as a way of passing on knowledge, Charles Darwin’s telescope and the pandanus. The CDU brand features strongly on a tropical timber shaft with bands of sterling silver and yellow gold.

Before completing the piece, however, Glenice Matthews passed away. Completion of the project was entrusted to Samuel Farmer, a silversmith who worked with Glenice for more than 20 years. In 1984, he designed and made the Ceremonial Mace and President’s Medallion for Pittsburg State University, Kansas, USA.

The Mace of Charles Darwin University represents the authority of the University Council and its head, the Chancellor, and was first used in May Graduation Ceremonies in 2013.
A Message from the Chancellor

As Chancellor of Charles Darwin University it is an honour and a privilege to congratulate the graduands of 2013.

Based on 50 years of education tradition, Charles Darwin University was formed through the merger of the Northern Territory University, Centralian College, the Northern Territory Rural College and the Menzies School of Health Research. This dynamic institution has grown into a place of learning for an increasing number of Territorians and people from across our nation and the world.

Charles Darwin University offers an increasingly flexible approach to education, with a wide range of study options, high standards of teaching and an engaging learning environment. This is a university that aims to inspire its students to acquire the skills and knowledge to change their worlds for their own good and the good of the community.

As well as being a celebration of knowledge, graduation ceremonies allow students to share their pride and satisfaction in achieving their goals with their family, friends, and the University staff who have supported and encouraged them throughout their studies.

Graduation should not be a farewell to Charles Darwin University. We look forward to welcoming back our graduates as members of the Alumni or through continuing formal studies and to the many symposia, lectures, concerts and events held at the University each year.

Congratulations again to the graduates of 2013. We have no doubt we will be hearing of your achievements in your work and the community in the future.

Her Honour the Honourable Sally Thomas AM
Chancellor
A Message from the Vice-Chancellor

This is a very important event in your life as you graduate from Charles Darwin University. You will have grown in knowledge and understanding during your time as a student at the University and, by making the most of your university experiences will make a difference not only to your own future and that of your family, but importantly to the Northern Territory and the community in which you live and work.

You are part of a dynamic and rapidly changing world particularly in the generation of new knowledge and innovative approaches to solving complex globally relevant problems – ongoing change is quite simply part of life. Change also provides opportunities and challenges that I hope you will embrace and as a result make a real contribution to the adaptive and evolving society in which we live. Remember Charles Darwin, the namesake of our University, once said: “It is not the strongest of the species that survive, not the most intelligent, but the one most responsive to change.”

We live in an age where information on any subject is growing at an ever-increasing rate and technology is rapidly changing the way we live, work and enjoy ourselves. To respond to this changing environment, and to be a successful contributor to it, you must continue to learn and to strive to apply what you have learned to the challenges you face. I hope your time at Charles Darwin University has given you a thirst for life long learning and that you will be open to new ideas, and to doing things differently and for the better in the years ahead.

As a graduate of Charles Darwin University, you join the Alumni of a university that provides vibrant learning, life-changing experiences and graduating individuals with the ability to be excellent thinkers, workers and members of society: a university that equips its graduates with the generic skills to thrive in a complex world.

I hope you have enjoyed your university experience and that you will continue to learn and, through your words and actions, contribute to the development and reputation of Charles Darwin University, a university that aspires to work with its alumni, wherever they may be, to provide an enriching experience.

This ceremony is one of celebration; you have achieved a significant milestone and we are proud of you. We join with your family and friends in saying “congratulations” and best wishes for a bright and rewarding future.

Professor Barney Glover
Vice-Chancellor
Order of Proceedings

The Academic Procession will enter with the Assembly standing
*The Seasons Fanfare*

The National Anthem
The Assembly will remain standing for the singing of the National Anthem

Welcome Address
The Chancellor, Her Honour the Honourable Sally Thomas, AM

Honorary Award and Occasional Address
Doctor of Laws, Honoris Causa
The Honourable Dean Mildren RFD QC

Musical Presentation

The Conferring of Degrees and Awards
Faculty of Law, Education, Business and Arts
  School of Business
  School of Creative Arts and Humanities
  School of Law
Doctor of Philosophy
Faculty of Vocational Education and Training
  School of Business and Service Industries

Presentation of Medals
The University Medal – Vocational Education and Training
Mr Matthew Grant
The Chancellor’s Medal – Vocational Education and Training
Ms Leah Sloan
The Chancellor’s Medal – Higher Education
Ms Jennifer Young

Graduate Response
Ms Nadia D’Souza

The Academic Procession will retire with the Assembly standing
Order of Proceedings

The Academic Procession will enter with the Assembly standing

*The Seasons Fanfare*

The National Anthem

The Assembly will remain standing for the singing of the National Anthem

Welcome Address

The Chancellor, Her Honour the Honourable Sally Thomas, AM

Honorary Award

Companion of the University

Ms Diana Jarvis

Occasional Address

Mr Ken Davies, CE of the Department of Education and Children’s Services

Musical Presentation

The Conferring of Degrees and Awards

Faculty of Law, Education, Business and Arts

School of Education

Australian Centre for Indigenous Knowledges and Education

Doctor of Philosophy

Faculty of Vocational Education and Training

School of Trades

Graduate Response

Mr Haydon James Staines

The Academic Procession will retire with the Assembly standing
Darwin Convention Centre  
Friday 24 May 2013 - 5.00pm

Order of Proceedings

The Academic Procession will enter with the Assembly standing  
_The Seasons Fanfare_

**The National Anthem**  
The Assembly will remain standing for the singing of the National Anthem

**Welcome Address**  
The Chancellor, Her Honour the Honourable Sally Thomas, AM

**Honorary Awards and Occasional Address**  
Doctor of Science, Honoris Causa  
Professor Jonathan Rhys Carapetis  
Companion of the University  
Ms Terry Underwood OAM

**Musical Presentation**

**The Conferring of Degrees and Awards**  
Faculty of Engineering, Health, Science and the Environment  
Menzies School of Health Research  
Doctor of Philosophy  
Faculty of Vocational Education and Training  
   School of Primary Industries  
   School of VET Health, Community and Children’s Services

**Presentation of Medals**  
The University Medal – Higher Education  
Ms Amalia Badawi  
The Chancellor’s Medal – Higher Education  
Ms Jessica Rita Loughland

**Graduate Response**  
Mr Marcel Brewster-O’Brien

**The Academic Procession will retire with the Assembly standing**
Order of Proceedings

The Academic Procession will enter with the Assembly standing
The Seasons Fanfare

The National Anthem
The Assembly will remain standing for the singing of the National Anthem

Welcome Address
The Chancellor, Her Honour the Honourable Sally Thomas, AM

Honorary Awards and Occasional Address
Doctor of Science, Honoris Causa
Professor John Wakerman
Companion of the University
Ms Veronica Dobson

The Conferring of Degrees and Awards
Faculty of Engineering, Health, Science and the Environment
Menzies School of Health Research
Faculty of Law, Education, Business and Arts
Australian Centre for Indigenous Knowledges and Education
Doctor of Philosophy
Faculty of Vocational Education and Training:

Graduate Response
Mr Dale William Matthew Tschirpig

The Academic Procession will retire with the Assembly standing
Maia Berman
Thesis Title: Impacts of Anthropogenic Fires and Invasive Ants on Native Ant Diversity in New Caledonia: From Genes to Communities

Habitat destruction, biological invasions and their interaction are global drivers of biodiversity loss. Anthropogenic fires and invasive ants are both threatening the New Caledonian hotspot of biodiversity, but their impacts on the biota are not well understood. Native ants, because of their great ecological importance in tropical biomes and their sensitivity to disturbance, were used to understand such impacts. Processes were studied at different spatial (global, regional, local) and temporal (short and long term) scales, and at different levels of biological organisation (community, species, genes). The study improved our knowledge of New Caledonian ants and documented the distribution of exotic species in relation to habitat at the island scale. Natural experiments were used to show that fire, by creating macro- and microhabitats favoured by invasive ants, facilitates invasion, which then causes further diversity declines, either in the short- or long-term. This study highlights the advantage of a holistic approach to investigating complex biodiversity-related issues.

Dr Jaquelyne Hughes
Thesis Title: The Inter-relationships between Body Build, Body Composition, Body Fat Distribution, Metabolic Syndrome and Inflammation in Adult Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander People

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples suffer a disproportionate burden of chronic, but largely preventable diseases compared to other Australians. The thesis examines first, the body build and body composition of adult Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander participants, and second, seeks to determine the relationship between body size, and composition and health indicators of chronic diseases, such as chronic kidney disease, diabetes and obesity. Key findings of the thesis include: 1. Differences in skeletal body build were evident between groups of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander participants; 2. Longer leg-length for height was most strongly associated with central obesity in overweight adults; 3. Blood markers of chronic disease were observed in participants with a predominant pattern of abdominal obesity, even if they were not grossly overweight. 4. Abdominal obesity was evident in participants without albuminuria (a marker of chronic kidney damage), and was associated with the expression of fat-related biomarkers.
Megan Louise Lawrance
Thesis Title: Legitimacy, Positioning and Paradigm: Behind the Northern Territory’s ‘Whole-of-Government’ Approach to Suicide Prevention

This research is a case study of the whole of government approach for suicide prevention in Australia’s Northern Territory between 2005 and 2011. It describes the operation of the approach and considers the purposes the approach served in this instance. Data sources included observation of the interdepartmental committee as well as semi-structured interviews with participants and document review. The research describes a disjuncture between the formal representation of the process and how the committee actually operated. This suggests a symbolic dimension and breaks from the common perception that whole of government approaches are designed to achieve specific ends. The thesis argues that the interdepartmental committee and its policy output were used to represent a legitimate approach to suicide prevention, and to position suicide onto the NT political agenda and promote the paradigm of joint responsibility for suicide prevention.

Matthew James Neave
Thesis Title: Polychaeta (Annelida) as Biological Assessment Tools for Monitoring Marine Ecosystem Health

Neave examined marine worms (polychaetes) for their potential to indicate the health of marine environments that are influenced by human activities. Several different levels of ‘biological complexity’ were examined for their indicator potential, from highly complex polychaete communities through to low complexity changes in gene expression. The initial experiment chapter focused on the changes induced in polychaete communities in the vicinity of an alumina refinery. These changes were obvious and easily detectable; they were, however, time consuming to detect. This time requirement was a significant drawback, leading the author to look for indicators at finer levels of biological complexity. Accordingly, the next chapter used changes in gene and protein expression as an indicator of pollution. The expressions of several genes were altered in polluted environments and had potential as a rapid assessment of health. A limitation of this approach however, was that gene expression changes may not have indicated broader ecosystem changes, which would cause unwarranted alarm. Thus, the final experiment chapter examined a slightly higher level of complexity, which was the bacteria living on or within polychaetes. These bacterial communities also changed in polluted environments, suggesting that gene expression changes were indicative of broader changes. Changes in the bacteria themselves were also nominated as a relatively novel health assessment. In the final chapter, the pros and cons of using polychaetes as indicators were discussed and issues surrounding biological indicators more generally were considered. Overall, polychaetes were found to be good indicators of health in marine environments.
Luke Daniel Preece  
Thesis Title: *Strategies for Biodiversity Conservation in the Lower Mekong*  
This thesis explores conservation and development interventions in forest conservation areas of Cambodia, Laos and Vietnam. One research method develops and analyses 164 variables capturing the context and management of 15 areas to explore conservation at multiple scales, the threats to forests and implementation strategies of organisations. A second research method uses a systems dynamic model to explore the effect of environmental and development scenarios on biodiversity and livelihoods at Cat Tien National Park, Vietnam. The results demonstrate that conservation in the Lower Mekong is influenced by a variety of factors at multiple scales. As a result of environmental, social, historical and political context, diverse and pragmatic strategies are employed by conservation organisations. To improve biodiversity conservation outcomes, strategies require a greater understanding of local-level context and wider societal influences. Working with multiple actors to build consensus for the management of conservation areas can enhance conservation outcomes.

Paul Alexander Royce  
Thesis Title: *Biosecurity through Community Engagement*  
While there are many biosecurity measures in place to protect specific agricultural industries and the broader environment from exotic pests and disease, biological incursions still occur with some regularity across Australia. Agricultural industries and local, state and national government agencies believe that biosecurity requires a 'whole of community' approach as all members have the capacity to actively participate in the surveillance and reporting of biological anomalies in a local area. This research therefore adopts a qualitative, ethnographic approach to look beyond traditional or existing methods of information provision to determine the most effective methods to engage different population groups to raise biosecurity awareness within a north Australian agricultural community. Specific attention is given to better understand how the diverse mix of human relations within this community has the capacity to generate new knowledge and motivate community participation, which in turn fosters change and transformation.

Ana Isabel De Fatima Sousa Soares  
Thesis Title: *Development and Implementation of Timor-Leste Health Policy Framework 2002: A Governance Analysis*  
The roles of the Ministry of Health, the District Health Services and their development partners are examined in relation to health governance, policies and outcomes within the bounds of Timor-Leste's Health Policy Framework 2002. This study explores and analyses how health policy actors, decision makers and implementers engage with policy processes and elements of governance and mediate power. Two health systems, where one district performs well and one district performs poorly in terms of achieving the Ministry of Health's indicators and objectives, are compared and contrasted. Elements of governance that are essential to strengthen the national and local health systems and to improve the health status of the Timorese people are identified. The development of health policies and procedures is dominated by those with power, including donors and leaders of the political parties, which disempowers the local administration and communities. Lack of responsiveness on the part of the central and local administration is the foremost concern of both districts. This lack of responsiveness jeopardises the implementation of health programs.
Matthew Ross Stevens  
**Thesis Title:** Reported Gambling Problems amongst the Indigenous Population of Australia with a Focus on the Northern Territory

This thesis highlights the changing nature of gambling within the Indigenous population of Australia over the last 60 years, and draws attention to the negative consequences that may arise as a result of problematic gambling. A literature review of gambling by Indigenous Australians and the relationship between gambling problems and a range of indicators informed the body of the work. The thesis analysed gambling problems at the national, Northern Territory and community level using representative survey data. Analyses identified characteristics of Indigenous people reporting gambling problems in their family and social networks, while the review identified changes in gambling patterns since the introduction of self-determination policies in the 1970’s. A comprehensive public health approach to reducing harms associated with gambling was proposed, that includes culturally appropriate public education, and improved community engagement and counselling.

Bree Tillett  
**Thesis Title:** Never Judge a Book by its Cover – Comparative Life History Traits of Two Morphologically Similar Carcharhinid Sharks in Northern Australia

As anthropogenic pressures including over-fishing and climate change intensify, high-order predators are being threatened within coastal communities. Predicting consequences hinges on our understanding of how species similarities and differences shape ecosystem function and resilience. I compared ecological similarity between two morphologically similar carcharhinids, bull (*Carcharhinus leucas*) and pigeye (*C. amboinensis*) sharks in northern Australia. Ecological similarity was measured by comparing a) age structure and growth dynamics, b) habitat use and c) genetic population structure and phylogeography. Results indicate these two morphologically similar carcharhinid sharks have similar age structure and growth dynamics, yet different patterns of habitat use, population genetic structure and phylogeography. As such, these results confirm that morphological likeliness does not equate to similar ecologies in these large high-order sharks.

Jeanine Tweedie  
**Thesis Title:** Listening to Elders’ Stories: Transforming Nursing Students’ Perceptions about Gerontology Nursing

The aims of this study were to find out how the experience of listening to elders’ stories impacted on baccalaureate nursing students; whether the experience helped them feel more comfortable talking with elders; and if the experience led to a shift in attitudes and beliefs toward elders and nursing practice. The methodology of narrative inquiry and life story provided a context in which to explore the meaning that the nursing students ascribed to their experiences. The findings indicate that the nursing students were transformed both personally and professionally by listening to the stories of elders. Consequently, they discovered that the experience changed their attitudes and improved the way they provided nursing care to elders. This supports the desired outcomes of gerontology nursing education and confirms that listening to elders’ stories is a valuable educational strategy.
Faculty of Law, Education, Business and Arts  
Thursday 23 May 2013

School of Business

Bachelor of Accounting  
Jessica Keiran Byrne  
Tawanda Robert Chida  
Nadia Rose D’Souza  
Dipendra Ghimire  
Janet Patricia Green  
Salman Hussain  
Eliza Jongue  
Muhammad Asad Khan  
Sultan Akbor Mahmud  
Hitchie Marshall  
Judith Martina Mohr  
Nomiki Mpilias  
Lee-Anne Doreen Norris  
Lynette Marie Pittam Reinke  
Alec Malcolm Purkis  
Aziz Rangwala  
Binod Shrestha  
Shaoshan Su  
Meitilda Susana Yaung  
Jing Zhang

Bachelor of Business  
Alison Anne Connochie  
Karen Lelia Irving  
John Alfred Orr  
Brian Schmid  
Amanda Dianne Thomas

Bachelor of Commerce  
Raja Ram Bhandari  
Ngoc Lien Bui  
Yali Chen  
Adam Neil Cullen  
Minyi Gu  
Yuewen Huang  
Bruce James Hunt  
Maria Koulianos  
Boon Siew Ku  
Benjamin Li  
Huan Liu  
Suzette Luis Parreira  
Emma Serena Lundberg  
Marianne Ailsa McLean  
Joshua David Miles  
Samuel James Rex  
Andy Tchea  
Lee Lee Ung  
Craig Alan Walker  
Li Wei Wang  
Clifford Terence Wood  
Guanwei Zhao

Bachelor of Communication  
Tessa Marie Beechey  
Samantha Rachelle Toft

Graduate Certificate in Business Administration  
Elizabeth Alison Cameron  
Kristine Evans  
Andreas Hilias  
Daniel Nigel Kruimel  
Deborah Jane Maugor  
Rajeev Sadasivanan Nair  
Timothy John Saunders

Graduate Diploma in Professional Accounting  
Michelle Louise Barker

Master of Accounting (Professional Practice)  
Fahim Alamgir  
Chunying Chen  
Maria Ivone  
Baljeet Singh  
Jasdeep Singh Syan

Master of Business Administration  
Maria Concepcion Delos Reyes  
Shingirai Bryan Gasura  
Paul James McComb  
Shipra Sachar  
Nicola Joanne Welsh

Master of Business Administration (Professional Practice)  
Thitaree Songsiriworalak  
Virgil Sumrall  
Wenjing Wan

Master of Professional Accounting  
Hyeseong Ahn  
Tammy-Lee Miller  
Patience Mabel Mutasa

Master of Public Administration  
Philip Ernest Vivian

Master of Public Governance  
Madalena FM Hanjan Costa Soares
School of Creative Arts and Humanities

Certificate I in Textiles Clothing and Footwear
Christelin Joy Agarao
Nikki Coggins
Emily-Kay Cunnington
Yun Fang Liu
Sunisa Scott
Leia Vizard

Certificate II in Clothing Production (Intermediate)
Shaye Brown
Ayeshaa Clark
Chansam Chole Hwang
Megan Netluch
Chantayne Emily Pickering
Rahmania Putri
Eilish Simpson

Certificate III in Media
Aaron Barden
Matthew Button
Jeremy Ross De Guzman
Kayla Renee’ Flett

Certificate IV in Design
Cherill Marie Hopkins
Sarah Ibrani Modoh
Paul Douglas Myatt
Denise Yvonne Watson

Certificate IV in Interactive Digital Media
Sam Marshall Buckworth
Ben Grandey
Zachary Martin Jay Ozolins
Nitesh Raj Pant

Certificate IV in Music
Albert Tony Pokrajac
Lachlan West

Certificate IV in Visual Arts and Contemporary Craft
Balram Wosti

Diploma in Languages
Claudia Vorrasi

Advanced Diploma of Music
Susan Kathleen Day

Bachelor of Arts
Josslin Micheal Berrett
Lisa Stephanie Cooper
Alexander James Kearns
Ashlee Jane Kirkham
Zeljko Kuch
Emma Louise O’Halloran
Reanna Jane Palmer

Kahlee Maree Rose
Harrison James Yeo

Bachelor of Creative Arts and Industries
Deborah Ellen Bisa
Crystal Lee Farinola
Marisa Fior
Jimmy Kum
Catlin Marie Orr
Shae Robertson
Kahlee Maree Rose
James Kristen Shorter

Bachelor of Creative Arts and Industries (Communication)
Sierra Jane Trefry Bath
Christina Erb

Bachelor of Creative Arts and Industries (Fine Arts)
Emily Rohda Smith Hearn
Eileen Ai Lim
Christine Morag Marshall

Bachelor of Creative Arts and Industries (Music)
Peta Joan Bartley
Bradley Maxwell Fawcett
Emma Kim Rowe
Eliza Eleanor Tobin
Jennifer Young

Bachelor of Creative Arts and Industries (New Media Design)
Edmund Ming Chun Kong
Christina Cherie Nichols
Xiau Sze Ooi
Luke Daniel Rosenberg
Jana Safarik

Bachelor of Design
Sarrah Bertrand
Lita Astralita Connolly
Emma Brigette Long
Yi Zhang

Bachelor of Visual Arts
Jodie Wilson

Bachelor of Creative Arts and Industries (Honours)
Isaac Chern Chze Phua

Bachelor of Creative Arts and Industries with Second Class Honours, Division A
Victoria Amina McConvell

Graduate Diploma in Languages
Shelley Patricia Beard
Daniel William Stedman

Master of Arts by Research
Tobias Joel Richardson
Faculty of Law, Education, Business and Arts
Thursday 23 May 2013

School of Law

Associate Degree in Legal Studies
Vibeke Foss
Andrew Neal Harper
Tasnova Sharmin

Bachelor of Laws
Nicole Anne Ainger
Leslie James Anderson
Alice Marion Bradshaw
Timothy James Burke
Peter John Campbell
Nadia Rose D’Souza
Lusitania Da Costa Cornelia Lopes
Laura Joy Ey
Jason Stephen Finlay
Kate Elizabeth Frost
Kara Jade Godbaz
Zara Jade Gooden
Deborah Susan Hewitt
Nathan Paul Hoskins
Michelle Tracey Humphries
Denise Margaret Johnsson
Tae Kyu Kim
Joseph David Kuhn
Annette Sophia Lee
Rebecca Jade Lee
Patrick John Martin
Jack Callan Mattinson
Michelle Munro
Daniels Iweanya Obiokolie
Oliver Jaan Oks
Panayiota Pikos
Kylie-Ann Pligl
Thomas Morgan Richards
Jovan Sarai
Melissa Jane Schilling
Paulose Doss Selva Visuvasam Doss
Blake Anthony Sonda
James Hickey Stevens
Rachel Alison Strickland
Sara Elizabeth Tribe
Michael Colin Walker
Daniel Peter Warner Collins
Charo Bianca Weldon
Lucille Anne Weston
Benjamin Lawrence Williams
Harrison James Yeo

Bachelor of Laws with Second Class Honours, Division B
Bianca Jade Cleary
David Derrick Fryer
Dominic Paul Gomez
Megan Jade Piechnick
Leneva Elizabeth Polmear

Bachelor of Laws with Second Class Honours, Division A
Wendy Leanne Birse
Melanie Eugenie Blackman
Merrin Maree Hannant
Maria Koulianos
Jacqueline Linda Lowry
Paula Dee-Ann Mitchell

Bachelor of Laws with First Class Honours
Katie Anne Herzberg
Sarah Victoria Jessup
Corey O’Malley
Faculty of Vocational Education and Training
Thursday 23 May 2013

School of Business and Service Industries

Certificate I in Food Processing
Dale Eddy John Alfred
Nazareth Alfred
Deanna Anzac
David Clinton Barker
Ganapina Bukulatjpi
Kurt Campbell
Francis Camphoo
Emma Craig
Terrance Darby
William Glenn Denniss
Royden Djorlom
Charisma Fletcher
Jemma Hayman
Minoshka Hesketh
Rhianneon James
Cecilia Ann Kerinauia
Elisie Mary Kerinauia
Edward James Lych
Brehanna Lee McKenzie
Bradley Phillips
Teir Tobiano
Elma Tungutalum
Jasmine Waymali
Elle Webster
Elliott Wilson
Craig Winston
Liam Young

Certificate I in Hospitality (Kitchen Operations)
Princess Backhouse
Shannon Baker
Donna Banambirra
Brianna Barnes
Sherona Lee Beasley
Susan Blackmore
Eloise Allira Brady
Caroline Burarrwanga
Brendan Burarrwanga
Amy Burrnali
Emil Burton
Belinda Alison Carroll
Benjamin Clyne
Robbie Courtenay
William Curwen-Walker
Emily Date
Mary Dodd
Ricky Douglas
Concepta Dumoo
Dennis Ebatarinja
Bonnie Fejo
Rory Reginald Fewtrell
Lynley Helen Fisher
Jade Forscutt
Corrina Fraser
Rachel Frei
Noella Ganambarr
Leander Girrabul
Saara-Maria Hamalainen
Catherine Hutchinson
Zoe Anne Hutchinson
Karen Elaine Klatt
Eleanor Kungul
Angustina Kurawul
Sabrina Manakgu
Nicolas Marawili
Gurumin Steven Marika
Pixie Njapandala Marika
Lyn Maree McCormick
Tiffany-Anne McKnoulty
Deborah Molpi
Barbara Mimimi
Carol Miyarrwala
Shannette Morton
Tahlia Emily Jane Mott
Guiseppe Mungatopi
Lalaparr Mununggurr
Manybarr Mununggurr
Rulminydjawuy Mununggurr
Nguywul Munyarryyun
Jai Nabulwad
Christella Namundja
Phylis Nawirridj
Kerry Anne Ngarri
Marie Ngarri-Smiler
Djalumbu Nguurruwuthun
Catherine Nolan
Andrew Norman
Natalie Nummar
Yvonne Nummar
Monica Ray
Savina Ray
Jack Michael Riley
Denise Roberts
Muluymuluy Sandy
Muriel Jan Scholz
Ruth Michelle Szymiczek
Loretta Tchemjiri
Lisa Teague
Gloria Thompson
Daisyrria Tipiloura-Kungal
Laxie Turner
Bunggamana Wanambi
Colin Watson
Colleen Weuffen
Shona Wickham
Estelle Woodman
Rowena Wukandawuy
Batjulu Wunungmurra
Nindan Wunungmurra
Anna Marea Young
Banatha Yunupingu
Guypu Yunupingu
Azra Zendeli
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Certificate I in Information, Digital Media and Technology
Izzy Dak
William Gosling
Mackey McKee
Armando Reyes
Panteleimon Sisios
Vaclav Step
Francis James Tiffin
Jane Rosil Trazona

Certificate I in Information Technology
Raima Baker
Claire Dougan
Lorna Ann Drummond
Kaelene Janice Wegman

Certificate I in Retail Services
Alvina Marrkula
Thomas Butjjananybay Marrkula
Angeline Wanambí
Paige Raylene Wilson
Banambi Wunungmurra

Certificate II in Business
Christiana Aitken
Isabelle Barber
Paige Barcroft
Raquel Bertrand
Joseph Thomas Bibby
Jessica Bojarowski
Kieran Caraheer
Emma-Rose Daby
Brenna Alice Dyer
Grazielle Jasmin Esinosa
Ben Finocchiaro
Sarah Frost
Deena Gad
Sara Gad
Isabella Green
Bayley Herrick
Wason Heyworth
Taneika K Jetson
Rowena Kelly
Lewis Charles Kilburn
Annette Kingston
Morrison Martins
Marvelous Memo
Leah Nalzaro
Pearce Patrick O’Shea
Daisy Patterson
Baden Quill
Jaylene Dolores Ross
Abigail Sariman
Sheryl Krystel Sharma
Koula Tomazos
Lisa Torr
Louise Ulamari
Lara Karelia Whitehouse
Beverley Wilson
Callam Brian Yost

Certificate II in Hairdressing
Melanie Nicole Baxter
Paige Justice Chatterton
Emerald Francis-Slater
Taylor Rhiannon Jackson
Trudi-Anne McKenzie
Emily Jean Prumnell
Dana Ellen Walsh
Ngoc Walter
Rhiannon Jayde Weeding

Certificate II in Hospitality
Leyhn Madison Angrisano
Zach William Geoffrey Davis
Samantha Gleeson
Grace Alexandra Halliwell
Darcy Michael Jones
Cain Simpson
Patrick Walker

Certificate II in Hospitality (Kitchen Operations)
Tania Parriman
Sarah-Jane Louise Walkington

Certificate II in Information, Digital Media and Technology
Nadia Vtami Putri Craven
Joshua Gordon D’Lemos
Izzy Dak
Peter Ha
William Lo
Emmanuel Lewis Sayson

Certificate II in Information Technology
Damien Joshua Andreea
Stephen Kenyi
Brett Steven Bruce Perry

Certificate II in Retail
Tahlia Brown
Andika Burgess
Josh Dalrymple
Andrew Frangouilis
Tayla Maree Maddock
Irene Mastoros
Courtney Mauger
Gemma Shai McLean
Sophie Rabl
Jake Roberts
Lewis Seamos
Brendan Singh
Sarah Tyris
Martin Waites
Keely Wilkinson

Certificate II in Retail Make-Up and Skin Care
Kellie Challen
Sophie Clark
Dallas Collinson
Kate Ryan
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Certificate II in Sport and Recreation
Steven James Andrews
Ian Arguelles
Benjamin Bafwe
Wendy Baker
Montanna Reannin Baldwin
Chantelle Jade Brennan
Tarni Peta Brown
Phoenix Michael John Butt
Zane Carter
Jasmine Louise Castro
Siobhan Leanne Clark
Zachary Cork
Reegan Louise Davidson
Ryan Stephen Davis
Benjamin Dixon
Jacqueline Foster
Calum Gahan
Andrew Gerritsen
Lachlan James Gibson
Charlayne Green
Joseph Hearden
Andrew Peter Hind
Steven Hutchinson
Jason Kendall
Kaneesha King
Danielle Leeson
Harry Littman
Sarah Lock
Daniel Geoffrey Marsh
Thomas Joseph McSkimming
Dion Parker
Brice Sharp
Mitchell Shield
Sebastian Smith
Titian Solloway
Greg Svansfelds
Krystah Thomas
Mathew D Travers
Andrew John Venes
Leashay Warburton-Richards
Ebony Louise Wright

Certificate II in Tourism
Travis Steven Alum
John Dewar
Eileen Lawrence
Sheldon Thomas Liddy
Jane Kristine Runyu

Certificate II in Beauty Services
Ruth Samson
Jungyeon Seo
Roopa Raju Tharakan
Deborah Joyce Ann Trebilcock
Girlie Reonal Umblas

Certificate III in Beauty Services
Myra Clark
Melissa Irwin
Krystie Lapia
Kelly Leeson
Danielle Marie Margetic
Zoe Rokocakau
Kristie-Anne Ross
Kaitlyn Rose Tonkin
Kim Totham
Monica Lynne Williams

Certificate III in Business
Danielle Louise Barba-Raymond
Khairul Bashar
Jodi Ellen Boddington
Benyarkan Buayam
Stanley Agung Budianto
Sasipim Chatyingmongkhon
Bryce Rickard Collins
Deanne Lee Connop
Emily Kate Woodroffe Croydon
Biplob Kanthi Das
Sabrina Diaz
Douglas Roderick Duncanson
Michelle Olive Durant
Jeanine Julie Egan
Imogen Felton
Jacob Ferns
Dion Nesmith Grant
Natasha Lea Hagan
Alexandra Hatzivalsamis
Lan Hoang
Marni Elizabeth Hoskin
Sharelle Ann Theresa Kickett
Hanna Jane Mercia Lewis
Alfonse Karakezi Mugisho
Mohammad Farhan Omar
Clair Helen Parker
Francelina Paula-Ximenes
Amanda Peter
James Piskacev
Quewah Siryon Quayt
Christine Marie Rowan
Jennifer Luisa De Fatima Silva Da Costa Alves
Jamie-Lee Steigenberger
Cheley Jane Watson
Angellee Rose Wauchope
Coby Joanna Weetra
June Elizabeth Westwood
Aphakorn Worarat
George Zagorianos

Certificate III in Accounts Administration
Drishtant Banskota
Shannon Louise Flanagan
Jonathan Hughes
Lene Kill Kjaergaard
Hai Anh Lam
Hai Cuong Lam
Swati Prashant Lenka
Fiona Lee McKean
Tu Hoang Anh Nguyen
Akemi Odashima
Irina Pengelly
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Certificate III in Business Administration
Kurt Liddy
Jennifer Margaret McConnell
Karen Dianne Mills
Marcel Parone
Gemma May Ross
Chloë Smith
Amy Jane Stanbrook

Certificate III in Events
Bianca Adams
Hazel Murray Evans
Chelsea Louise McRae
Tanya Marie Weatherstone

Certificate III in Financial Services
(Accounts Clerical)
Cyndell Lee Raggatt

Certificate III in Fitness
David Charles Mackay Allen
Chantel Louise Baster
Kristy Lisa Boeyen
Garrith Graham Chandler
Ellen Clancy
Luke Conaghty
Marie Grace Cunniongton
Rhys Dowling
Rodney James Fejo
Troy Daniel Fishlock
James Francis
Rachael Jules Gargan
Bradley Hall
Sophie Natalie Harvey
Jessica Helene Hemsall
Helena Henderson
Jack Henning
Andrea Kittler
Josie Helen Kretschmer
Benjamin Walter Lang
Bradley Michael Lewis
Kara Michelle MacLean
Tre Manning-Watson
Tara Maxsted
Nikita Christine McCall
Rebekah Morrison
Bradley Moss
Andrea Kathleen Mullins
Zachary Phelan
Joshua Roach
Rebecca Robins
Jack Ryan
Olivea Shugg
Sera Maria Sim
Maxine Stacey Smith
Victoria Uhlig
Raewyn Helen Wood

Certificate III in Food Processing
(Retail Baking - Combined)
Lucia Stellaawati Lay
Mitchell Rothwell
Jay Timney

Certificate III in Hairdressing
Amarah Grace Bin-Omar
Sally Ann Foote
Rebeka Griffin-Franklin
Hayley Margaret Manners
Tiffanie Tinker
Janene Sandra Torrance
Cherise Jaymie Walker-Fletcher

Certificate III in Hospitality
Suchana Adhikari
Syarifah Eyi Khaizah Bte Syed Ahmad
Fahmy Al-Edrus
Trang Thi Bui
Angelica Cabote
Harry Alan Carr
Courtney Collins
Rachel Davenport
Rosa Go’O
Halena Huan
Meagan Johnston
Abida Eman Kamil
Somsuda Kunnikorn
Marianne Helene Manderscheid
Jemima Elizabeth Moore
Dheepan M Murgris
Kate Mary O’Donoghue
Ulla Susanne Owen
Nakita Lea Pollock
Susan Annie Rawhiti-Rangataua
Anne Marie Wilton

Certificate III in Hospitality
(Commercial Cookery)
Tika Datta Adhikari
Kristin Rebecca Bonney
Michaella Breig
Wadzmiya Cortez Hasim
Jiahe Huang
William Kenneth Jolley
Kenny Jong
Youngmi Kim
Pattama Konmak
Jeremy Liew
Andrew Allan Lycett
Sarah Jane Marco
Sahil Mehrara
Ashlee Ell Modra
Chalissery Nidhin
Andrew Scott Osborne
Kishor Pathak
Allan Peacock
Joanna Post
Jacob Gilmore Preece
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Certificate III in Information, Digital Media and Technology</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Joshua Vincent Castillo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shae Lawrence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brandon Vandersluis</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Certificate III in Information Technology</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>James Sean Bailey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cameron Alexander Harratt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jusuf Benyamin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steven Lachlan Dawson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angus Johnstone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Callum Lee King-Astill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nikitas Koulouriotis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aaron Thomas Lang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Robin Reginald Moore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gerald Pasigna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mason Potts-Rabac</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charles Andrew Reid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alan Saunders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reece Simounds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Westwood</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Certificate III in Library/Information Services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vanessa Anne Barathy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew Grant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nangi Pulashni Gunatunge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timothy Hanson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kylie Leigh Illingsworth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sharrell India Jeseussek</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sevasti Kalitsis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kylie McMartin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jul Sefiani Moulday</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Jane Pidgeon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacqueline Tia Rann</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cody Bon Vos</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Certificate III in Meat Processing (Meat Retailing)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Josh James Gamble</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarfraz Hussain Indorwala</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicholas Edward Lee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James William Skinner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jason Edward Thomsen</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Certificate III in Occupational Health and Safety</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Scott Adam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Charles Mackay Allen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May Brazil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peter Ashley Clee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Troy James Croton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linda Anita Dickson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Petrina Francisco</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacqueline Gray</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helen Isabel Hargraves</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Certificate III in Tourism</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Muskie Calwell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nadine Cortes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johanna Earl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jenna Lee Greenshields</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyronne Howard-Graetz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diana Leen Mallari</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amber Montgomery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amanda Russell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hanna Mica Sayno</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ederlyn Serrano</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rachel Lorrain Whatley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacinta White</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Certificate III in Tourism (Guiding)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sissy Arndt</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Certificate III in Tourism (Retail Travel Sales)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Helga Meriova</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Certificate IV in Accounting
Rosalina Veronika Abah
Drishtant Banskota
Narelle Gilmore
Daria Maria Kleszczewska
Hai Anh Lam
Hai Cuong Lam
Robyn Anne Leach
Swati Prashant Lenka
Deborah Ellen Lording
Carolle Diana McPharlin
Natalia Nesmeyanova
Tu Hoang Anh Nguyen
Irina Pengelly
Kapil Sthalekar
Chen Yao

Certificate IV in Beauty Therapy
Myra Clark
Roxanne Faulke
Krystie Lapia
Min Le
Danielle Marie Margetic
Zoe Rokocakau
Kim Totham

Certificate IV in Bookkeeping
Maria Billiris
Dawn Bolton
Linda Amy Bowman
Fey Bernadette Elizabeth De Rubeis
Hong Hai Doan
Terri Nicole Hunt
Robyn Anne Leach
Yandong Li
Lisa Jane MacDonald
Jon Hamish McDonald
Emma Kaye Osborne
Elaine Prynne
Kylie Lynne Sorensen
Maree Thompson

Certificate IV in Business
Kazi Faraz Abir
Evaristo Da Silva Madeira
Sally Onni Lay
Kate Annabelle Marshall
Eunice Ocampo
Mohammad Farhan Omar
Milroy Sheriffdeen
Kellie Joy Wilson

Certificate IV in Business Administration
Katrina Anlezark
Erin Elizabeth Dunbar
Karen Lamarra Gurruwiwi
Jo-Ann Lenord

Certificate IV in Computer Systems Technology
Brian Francis Coulehan

Certificate IV in Financial Services (Accounting)
Diane Mary Chellingworth
Deborah Michelle Kent
Anthony Sommerville

Certificate IV in Financial Services (Bookkeeping)
Mary Therese Donovan
Jacinta Maree Savage
Stacey Sephton

Certificate IV in Fitness
Billy Jack Allen
Steven Coten
Kathryn Ann Davies
Sophie Natalie Harvey
Jessica Helene Hempsall
Andrea Kittler
Kara Michelle MacLean
Natalie Anne Nobbs
Stephen Peterken
Julie Ann Shugg
Maxine Stacey Smith
Raewyn Helen Wood
Jana Patricia Wulff

Certificate IV in Frontline Management
Clarissa Goder
Shane John Houlihan
Karen Jane Urquhart

Certificate IV in Government (Investigation)
Melissa Jane Garde
Geoff Hull
Frederick James Munro
Peter Thorne
Rebecca Sue Trimble

Certificate IV in Hospitality
Louisa Agnes Bayne

Certificate IV in Human Resources
Clarissa Goder
Candice May Hofton
Heather Jane Kirk
Alexandria Christine Mc Whinney
Leonie Faye Newhouse
Katrina Lee Quinn
Naomi Jayne Rowe
Karen Jane Urquhart

Certificate IV in Information Technology (General)
Amos Gregory Mengel
Zachary Stanislaus
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Certificate IV in Library/Information Services
Kiri Cranwell
Suzanne Ellen Fisher
Miao Fu
Colleen Andrea Kerr
Helen Laube
Jacqueline Tia Rann
Bernice Heather Waters

Certificate IV in Marketing
Rujeko Tsiga

Certificate IV in Occupational Health and Safety
Vicki Maree Borzi
Lan-Yun Chang
Richard Gordon Howie
Candice Jones
Lynne O’Meara
Carolyn Reynolds
Brendan Lee Saunders
Shawn Stoehr

Certificate IV in Project Management
Lakshmanan Alagappan
Timothy Appo
Michael Anthony Beatson
Suzanne Beaumont
Mark Chiltern Betts
Paul Chilton
David John Coles
Shane Curran
Vanessa Drysdale
David John Eames
Nigel David Foggin
Robert William Graham
Shannon Grealy
Maxwell John Griffiths
Leigh Christopher Harbin
Bret Antony Heeney
Vicki Michelle Higgins
John Douglas Hind
Anthony James Kelly
Murray Knyvett
Craig Desmond Larsen
Catriona Margaret McLagan
Shannon Douglas Moyle
Luke Michael O’Hea
John O’Neal
Ajay Nand Parmanand
Martin Quigley
Stephen Christopher Roberts
Paxon Samuels
Nathan Schoch
Robert Andrew Irving Sciberras
Matthew Robert Allan Skertchly
Andrew Sporer
Peter Charles Stelfox
Colin Wesley Stiff
Michael James Thomas
Eugene Louane Venter

Certificate IV in Retail Management
Belinda Karen Margerison

Certificate IV in Tourism
Rebecca Bauer

Certificate IV in Training and Assessment
Anthony Allan
Shanmugam Aparna Arcot
Gavin John Bell
Tamara Benitez
Lawrence Boehler
Kate Louise Boland
Alison Fiona Bonney
Michael Bowman
Stephen Peter Brooks
Holly Juanita Burgoyne
Robert Buttery
Sandra Byard
Mitchell Carey
Lisa Jayne Chappell
Philippa Charlton
Gillian Chat
Kylie Michelle Clark
Daniel Ramon Costa
Robert William Cullen
Anthony Frank D’Orival
Sandra Daff
Marian Bernadette Davis
Ramneet Kaur Dhillon
Tracie Donovan
Clay Eric Valentine Evans
Barry Fletcher
Joanne Forrest
Sam Forwood
Robert George Foster
Lobo Fraser
Murray Fraser
Angela Marlima Giles
Anthony Gomes
John Joseph Gornall
Robert Gorton
Jacqueline Frances Gribbin
Terrence Halliday
Amanda Lesley Ham-Zammit
Catherine Rose Hampton
Richard Robert Harvey
Nikki Samantha Havnen
Christopher James Hogarth
Ada Hosein
Digby Robert Houghton
Glenn Gregory Jackson
Amie Johns
Richard Paul Johnson
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Jawed Ahmed Khan
Jotham Krom
Roy Dennis Levers
Bruce Graham MacKenzie
Julie Massie
Peter John Mayo
Scott McDonald
Andrew Rollie McGinn
Tessa Moriarty
Joshua James Muirhead
Katy Olsen
Robyn Page
Clare Therese Pearce
Paul Daniel Phillips
Karen Kathleen Piening
Robert William George Piper
Sarah Pirrie
Anne Elizabeth Pittman
Tamara Sonia Porter
Sara Kate Potter
Vanessa Potter
Trevor Primmer
Steven James Raymond
Michael James Roberts
Nicholas Rothery
Darren Rouse
Christopher Ryan
Robert Gordon Sanders
Graham Selwood
Steven Small
Sharyn Smith
Susan Margaret Smith
Brian Snell
Leon Peter Stainer
Ian David Stephenson
David Raymond Stock
Kirby Frank Collin Stocks
Peter Russell Stork
Skye Ann Summers
Stephen Sunk
Denise Joy Taylor
Katharine Jane Taylor
Jack Kramer Tinapple
Selena Jane Malijarri Ulbo
Michael John Vernau
Adrian Ross Walker
Clifton Jeffrey Walton
Giovanna Ismenia Webb
Michael James Bert Webbers
Tricia Jill Whitaker
Brenda Jeanne Williams
Georgina Bridget Wilson
Karen Therese Wilson

Diploma of Business
Brad Campbell
Jennifer Diri
Vicki Michelle Higgins
Ishari Lakmini Jayasinghe Arachchige

Diploma of Business Administration
Joanne Louise Noske

Diploma of Events
Dianna Lee

Diploma of Hospitality
Jaran Butsamalee
Ellen Chikalipo
Biplob Kanthi Das
Arlene Delos Reyes
Changsu Han
Jiahe Huang
Hong Tuyet Nhung Huynh
Niramon Kullasin
Ma Eliza Laxamana
Jie Liu
Athena Marie Ramirez Mariano
Sahil Mehra
Challisery Nidhin
Praveen Nirola
Chris Noel Sapinoso
Jagjeet Singh Sidhu

Diploma of Human Resources Management
Pania Michelle Bailey-Jenkin
Debra Joy Mason

Diploma of Library/Information Services
Angela Clare Louise Bevan
Renae Marie Callaway
Kiri Cranwell
Michele Ann Donohue
Suzanne Ellen Fisher
Taryn Fisher
Miao Fu
Helen Laube
Bejie O’Doherty
Jacqueline Tia Rann
Katie Louise Rowe
Kathryn Marie Ryan
Kelly Maree Shanahan
Bernice Heather Waters

Diploma of Management
Andrea Joy Brown
Sumaria Mary Corpus
James Langley Dalton
Caroline Rose Douglas
Vera May Draper
Danielle Evelyn Francis
Michelle Ann Gargan
Cheryl Ann Govan
Theresa Ann Haidle
Angelika Herzog
Victor Raymond Horner
Michelle Diane Jenkins
Nicolette Krepapas
Katrina Jo-Anne Leon
Debra Lyons
Anne Manfong
Rosita Jayne Martyn
Tracey Louise Mehonoshen
Paula Joan Nichols
Natalie Anne Nobbs
Sonia Lea Russell
Narelle Laurel Saler
Tara Wilson
Peter Kingsley Wood

Diploma of Project Management
Michael John Blake
Silvia Bretta
Cecilia Chiolero
Dylan Michael Hale
Jonathan Ryan McElwee
Lina Paselli
Alan James Standring
David Graham Strang
Kane Tim Taylor
Michael Henry Taylor
Leonie Ann Theron
Quentin Theron

Diploma of Tourism
Rebecca Bauer
Dianna Lee
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School of Education

Bachelor of Children's Services
Seionara Anthonisz
Jacqueline Ann Brierley
Pia Angela Drew
Diana Mary Hurford
Lisa Joy Quin
Michelle Anne Thomson
Eliana Vogiatzis

Bachelor of Early Childhood Learning
Carla Sue Fyfe
Beth Susan Jagers
Kathryn Helen Krieger
Matthew Wayne Stewart
Katherine Elizabeth Tan

Bachelor of Education
Valerie Jean Scott

Bachelor of Teaching and Learning
Stewart Allen
Rachael Anderson
Ni Made Mahadiyani Andrew
Rachel Louise Baum-Cheong
Loren Nicole Bennett
Susan Marie Bishop
Alison Patricia Brennan
Linda Jane Brown
Vikki Lynn Buda
Melinda Louise Burnett
Matt Cavanagh
Tracy Ann Christopher
Nerida Lee Cooper
Erin Lee Crook
Chet Raj Dhakal
Renee Alma Doroshenko-Smith
Joshua Paul Dowling
Trisha Ann Dowling
Crystal Lee Farinola
Xanthe Juliette Fowler
Sylvia Maree Gregory
Patricia June Grono
Alice Victoria Hamilton
Natasha Ann Hardie
Casey Leah Harrison
Katherine Eve Henry
Lisa Joanne Hughes
Natasha Lee Humphreys
Karyne Humphris
Katherine Maria Inwood
Kaaryn Louise Jakobson
Tamara Lea Johansen
Megan Jane Kennedy
Amanda Jayne Kingham
Ashlee Jane Kirkham
Amanda Jane Kuczorski
Kathy Louise Lang
Matthew James Lotherington
Nicole Christine Lyons
Alyssa Mary Maddox
Bianca Monalisa Maia
Katie Jane Manser
Madelaine Blanche Delamere McCausland
Anthea Louise McFarlane
Ab Amanda Jane Mohr
Jasmine Murdock
Ngoc-Thuy Kristy Nguyen
Megan Louise Norrington
Emma Louise O'Halloran
Alice Jacqueline Orr
Caitlin Marie Orr
Reanna Jane Palmer
Kieran Geoffrey Parsons
Dylan James Podsriad
Chanelle Kamara-Lee Prossor
Elizabeth Ellen Roberts
Shae Robertson
Sherrie-Lea Ross
Lisa Jane Rye
Nida Sattar
Rachael Gail Sauer
Brooke Sawyer-Collins
Haydon James Staines
Emma Yvonne Thomson
Madeleine Emily Van Den Braak
Sonja Vedic
Aaron Thomas Vigor
Courtney Lee Wade
Melissa Jane Warren
Jordan Alexandra Wells
Jessica Anne Zuber

Bachelor of Teaching and Learning
Early Childhood
Heather Lesley MacLachlan
Tara Jane Metcalfe
Amanda Nelson
Melissa Ann Sotheren
Philippa Stansell
Kate Peta Strudwick

Graduate Certificate in Education
Umi Citra Rasmi

Graduate Certificate of Teaching and Learning in Higher Education
Ramamoorthi Jayaraj
Sheryl Maher
Daria Surovtseva

Graduate Diploma in Teaching and Learning
Daniel Robert Adams
Soad Al-Akra
Simon Leo Andriessen
Vedrana Aranitovic
Rachel Ann Ashford
Chelsea Anne Bache
Karl Bader
Michelle Louise Baird
Ritu Bajaj
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Justin James Baker
Richard Michael Ball
Alice Margaret Bannan
Matthew Reardon Bannister
Olivia Langsford Barnes
Thomas David Smibert Bartlett
Cheryl Lynn Barton
Divya Baskota
Anjalee Batra
Rachel Ann Baulderstone
Sabrina Beber
Sonja Anne Berthold
Michelle Bexterman
Catherine Jane Bickell
Regan Rae Birrell
Nicholas James Blackwell
Jace Lucas Bode
Leanne Bode
Robert Jeremiasz Bogacz
Jantina Sophia Bos
Pennie Renee Boscence-Press
Danielle Lee Bowen
Daniel John Bradshaw
Jasmine Brar
Francesca Breda
Nicola Alison Bridgman
Sok Yi Bulmer
Stacey Paula Carnogoy
Amy Louise Caskey
Jasmine Lee Therese Cendo
Zahra Challender
Fiona Anne Chappell
Hamish Peter Richardson Clark
Jodie Lee Clark
Petroula Cleanthous
Brett Andrew Cochrane
Craig Glen Coley
Cindy Crook
Merridy Kathryn Crook
Brooke Lisa Crowell
Melanie Elizabeth Crynes
Lia Annette Davies
Tassia De Souza Romeu Mccaffrey
Tanya Lyn Dejager
Sharon Marie Dodgson
Genevieve Alice Dow
Lauren Patrice Dowling
Christine Doyle
Carolyn Jane Duncombe-Wall
Jessica May Dwyer
Felicity Anne Earl
Aaron Marc Elias
Giulia Elliot-Hall
Rachela Esposito-Cocks
Kym Adrian Farrow
Allyson Kate Fenbow
Sarah Louise Fenwick
Maria Joao Ferro Gomes Cano
Sarita Thiem Flanagan
Lynda Natatsha Fleming
Beryl Innocente Folio
Daniel Foureur
Sasha Grace Fritchley
Fiona Susan Game
Elizabeth Ann Gehling
Resje Goldenhuys
Helena Eleni Giannakis
Christopher Paul Gleeson
Yael Glick
Ricky Aaron Gower
Benjamin Lawrence Grayson
Juliet Pandora Gullefer
Amy Sharyn Hagen
Gavin James Halliday
Sophie Victoria Hannah
Penelope Jane Hayden
Andrea Ailsa Heenan
Sharon Wendy Holmes
Sarah Louise Huntly
Monique Valerie Huyskens
Georgina Rosemary Inglis
Rhianna James
Catherine Michelle Jericho
Kelsey Morgan Johnson
Lucinda Marie Johnson
Daniel Mark Jones
Danny Michael Jones
Karen Samantha Marie Jones
Keesha Lauren Jones
Iyoko Jones
Tricia Ann Jones
Leo Patrick Jordan
Lachlan James Joyce
Dylan James Juhasz
Manny Karas
Jaspreet Kaur
Kavita Khera
Michelle Nancy Mira Knon
Angelika Elyse Ladas
Penelope Rose Lake
Shannon Marie Lane
William Todd Lang
Joanna Poi Laurie
Farida Li Hie Law
Alison Layt
Andrew James Loch
Amy Deanne Williams Long
Rhianna Erin Lucas
Luke James Marshall
Abbie Marie Matheson
Sophie Nicole McConnell
Andrew Robert McGregor
Sarah Dawn McKeiver
Simone Louise McMonigal
Alison Gay McMurray
Tobias William Medlin
Mary Merenda
Lisa Amanda Mitchell
Toni May Moffitt
Cindy Moller
Nissa Salina Murphy
Tarik Nebi
Alice Lani Nicholls
Tara Camile Nicholson
Elise Adel Nitschke
Paul Raymond O’Connor
Elizabeth Clare O’Leary
Jessica Obushak
Melanie Rosa Offord
Peter Gerard Olechnowicz
Anita Padula
Kirsty Louise Palmer
Rebecca Amy Paterson
Grant John Pennington
Preethi Perakath
Krishan Dev Persaud
Hui-Min Phang
Rachel Louise Pickering
Trigona Pickering
Katarzyna Maria Potocka
Lisa Ann Poulter
Sarah Jayne Pound
Rowen Andrew Privett
Gillian Angela Procopis
Efstratios Psyridis
Wendy Carol Radford
Justin Teig Ratcliff
Sevastianna Redwood
Annalise Rees
Joanne Louise Refeld
Victoria Carol Rialland
Alireza Rivandi
Daniel James Robinson
Michelle Lesley Robinson
Seonie Ann Robst
Paige Elizabeth Rowett
Miranda Jane Russell
Cryselda Abigail Sathiaseelan
Susan Alice Scott
Laura Elizabeth Searele
Shelley Ann Sharpe
Sangeetha Lakshmi Sivaraman
Jarrod Kyle Smith
Rhiannan Linnea Smith
Marianne Soulsby
Koah Geraldine Spain
Sara Jane Stipevic-Webb
Jacqueline Anne Stocker
Benjamin Mark Stuckey
Amelia Kate Talbot
Stephen John Talbot
Melissa Jane Cecelia Tamraz
Jessica Jacqueline Telfer
Claire Marie Thaker
Kelly William Thorpe
Claire Louise Townley
Daniel James Townsend
Lauren Gai Tozer
Conor Martin Trouw
Adam George Turley
Paul Alfred Tyson
Julia Alice Vine
Michael Joel Voukulos
Atilio Luis Waltcheff
Sarah Michaela Warren
Amelia Suzanne Waters

Jake Baron Wearing
Lisa May Wendland
Salomina Catharina Wessels
Lauren Patricia West
Leanne Joy Wheaton
Courtenay Paige White
Maree Ann White
Stephanie Melinda White
Kate Helen Whiting
Heather Marilyn Whybrow
Andrew James Williams
Susan Pamela Williams
Rebecca Lee Wilmot
Caitlin Anna Winter
Natalie Jan Trudy Witt
Sally Ann Wood
Benjamin Gregory Wornes
Carol Wynne
Melanie Jane Yates
Matthew John Young
Brett Anthony Zorzi

Master of Applied Linguistics
Mandy Louise Azzi
Lucinda Gay Murrell
Anne Elizabeth Pitman
Lisa Jane Stapleton
Megan Muge Toraman
Alexandra Louise Whitlock

Master of Education
Kate Fegan
Roger Agnolo Pascoal Fernandes
Glenn Aguilar Gonzalez
Ronald Hermann
Rachita Jain
Stephen John Lanigan-O’Keefe
Selina Galoso Noriega
Tabitha Renee Perry
Australian Centre for Indigenous Knowledges and Education
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Bachelor of Indigenous Cultures and Natural Resource Management
John Kenny-Myatt

Bachelor of Indigenous Knowledges
Glenda Ivy Davis

Graduate Certificate of Indigenous Education
Corrina Markich

Graduate Certificate in Yolngu Studies
Alison Elizabeth Edwards
Rachel Maree Golden
Noela Ann Hall
Therese Ruth Hogan
John Crichton MacMillan
Emil Joshua Mittag
Emma Gabriela Murphy

Graduate Diploma in Indigenous Knowledges
Fiona Caroline Saunders
Faculty of Vocational Education and Training
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School of Trades

Certificate I in Automotive
Sheena Batjula
Marcia Biyayana
Stanley Djingarrung
Bronwyn Ganantja
Isiaah Gulipawuy
Jack Milmiti
Antonio Ramandjarri
Christina Wanburma
Kenneth Wuypurrwala

Certificate I in Construction
Abel Cunningham
Marcus Fletcher

Certificate II in Air-Conditioning
Split Systems
Douglas Stewart Booth
Aubin Mathew Pajarillo
Michael Pammit

Certificate II in Automotive Mechanical
(Air Conditioning)
Michael James Baartz
Luke Geoffrey Burton
Rodney Maurice Bussenschutt
Alfonso Cabrera
Garth Carroll
David Cox
Jared Raymond Denmead
Joshua John Dobbe
Shaan Grant Dunwell
Matthew Luke Elmer
Kristian Evangelista
Anthony Fikus
Thomas Allan Gibson
Sean Ashley Grant
Jack Hawke Hughes
Kevin Peter Humphreys
Daniel Kennedy
Daniel Le Mesurier
Scott Robert Lehmann-Rhodes
Zeb Isaac Masina
Troy Thomas McGregor
Kostas Michael Mihailou
Mickael Ninnis
Michael Poultier
Barney Rae
Graham Selwood
Craig Frank Sheridan
Mark Sherrington
Marc Siplon
Floyd Thompson
Jason Trewin
Brendan Wakefield

Certificate II in Automotive Vehicle Servicing (Light Vehicle)
Blake Adcock
Ellie Barnes
Adam Beecroft
Credence Christophersen
Scott Cotton
Benjamin Craven
Kahlil Josian Currie
Zach Davis
Corey Dingfelder
Kieran Ellis
Nathan Fairless
Blake Godfrey
Nathan Jones
Wala Kopi
Adam Lloyd
Thomas Mason
Jasman McGuire
Reilly Michels
Thomas Moore
Ashley Morgan-Meeks
Mason Niven-Trewin
Mitchell Opie
Nicolas Pond
Ryan Riedel
Thomas Roe
Gage Ryan
Joshua Timms
Nicole Tyris
Sky Viney
Wesley Wareham

Certificate II in Construction
Glen Holmkvist

Certificate II in Construction Pathways
Braedon Burnett

Certificate II in Engineering
Ben Pearce Fishlock
Benjamin Johnson
Martin Jukic
Scott Douglas Miller

Certificate II in Logistics
Anthony Dean Baird

Certificate II in Resources and Infrastructure Work Preparation
David Patrick Michael Ah-One
Corey Burdett
Jordan Cleary
Joseph Michael Cole
Xanthe Curtis
David Mayawunthalwuy Dhamarrandji
Kevin Yikal Dhamarrandji
Paul Dharrangandji
Kai Ewald Finch
Andrew Daktak Gurrwiwi
James Rowan Hewitt
Livingstone Jacobs
Faculty of Vocational Education and Training
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Liam John Johnson
Devin Lines
Shaun Lucas
Keiffen Mardi
Ethan McDonald
Brodie McIntyre
Unas Morgan
Jordan O’Brien
Kelly Pickering
Ethan Rist
Marcus Rowan
Telena Waia
Dean Watson
Mary-Anne Wees
Cleven Woods

Certificate II in Transport & Distribution
   (Coastal Maritime Operations - Coxswain)
   Ida Boney
   Johnathon Farrell
   Jason Ross Francis
   Eddie Harrison
   Wilton Huddleston
   Paul Lavender
   Antony Lynch
   Paul Munur
   Daniel Murringun
   Lansen Paddy
   Wayne Rewi Toia

Certificate III in Automotive Mechanical
   Technology (Coastal Maritime Operations - Coxswain)
   Maddisen Lee Gameiro
   Mark David Deverill
   Ben Finlayson
   Jonathon Geoffrey Hamilton
   Daniel Joseph McInnes
   Rhys Petrelli

Certificate III in Automotive Vehicle Body
   (Panel Beating)
   David John Eves
   Christopher Anthony Parris

Certificate III in Automotive Vehicle Body
   (Vehicle Painting)
   Billy Peter Baker
   Brodie Michael Alan Morris

Certificate III in Cabinet Making
   Max Peter Inkley
   Benjamin Kurt Johannsen
   Michael Andrew Jones
   Timothy Laurence Jones
   Justin Anthony Matthews
   Dale Edward Motter-Barnard
   Michael Edwin Phillips

Certificate III in Carpentering
   James Andrew Beckett
   Tyson James Boyle
   Michael John Fairweather
   Ryland Fereday
   Samuel Joseph Garritt-Clarke
   Joshua Thomas Griffin
   Joshua Hall
   Grant Handebo
   Travis Charles Housley
   James Richard Jackson
   Wayan Paul Jenkinson
   Stephen Luke Kloeden
   Antony Koukouvas
   Lyle Alan MacKay
   Theo Mavromatis
   Slade Charles Panoho
   Spiros Pastrinos
   Kevin Riley
   Jason Ross Stevens
   Jone Viqqa
   Brian Welch
   Callum Williams
   Raymond John Wynack

Certificate III in Civil Construction
   Plant Operations
   Andrew Anzac
   Richard Malcolm Conroy
   Kelly Dean Cooper
   Blair William Coxedge
   Aaron Davidson
   Steven Drummond
   Heemi Elsmore
Duane Brendan Evans
John Robert Geary
Kade Gehan
Ian James Genter
Roy Alfred Izzard
Walter Edward Kruger
Yamazae Dubie Luta
Ben Martin
Michael Lewis Matheson
Tracy Scott Mitchell
Henry Page
Torin Orjan Palen
Debbie Anne Robertson
Jason Ross
Warwick Grant Saw
Kym Gavin Schiller
Phillip John Snape
Charles Mathew Tamihana
Clifford Wanambi
Stephen Ranyburr Wanambi
Sidney James Warr
John Michael Wright

Certificate III in Electronics and Communications
Dale Hudson
Michael Robert Menadue
Ben Graham Wallace

Certificate III in Electrotechnology Electrician
Jeffrey Owen Adams
Julian Glenn Aitchison
Leith Robert Davis
Timothy Pieter Dobbe
Trevor Andrew Hankinson
Braden Anthony Jeffery
Benjamin Lloyd Killick
Isechalie Miranda
Andronicus Perumal
Jesse Thomas Stanton
Peter Stanton-Cook
John William Alan Talbot
Jye Kaiden Thackrah
Brett Graham Willoughby

Certificate III in Electrotechnology Systems Electrician
Ralph Mangohig
Luke Anthony Wride

Certificate III in Engineering - Fabrication Trade (Heavy Fabrication)
Travis Baehnisch
Kristopher James Baker
Deakin Reece Bradley
Crede John Cooper
Ivan Emanuel Dos Reis
Matthew William Giess
Raymond Gomez
John Miles Ivory
Clayton McDonald Johnston

James Justin Johnston
Nectarios Raymond Magriplis
Ricky Jay McClintock
David Pessios
Mitchell John Putland
Nathan John Turner
Jordan Thomas Ward

Certificate III in Engineering - Fabrication Trade (Light Fabrication)
Babatunde Espie
Stuart Kennedy
Vilikesa Beto Namakadre
Tomas Gordon Pedlar
Zane Lance Worth

Certificate III in Engineering - Mechanical Trade
Brad Clinton Beurskens
Shane Leonard Bird
Mathew Dyer
Senad Jahic
Bradley Murphy
Jamin Soesman
Simon Thomas Woodrow

Certificate III in Logistics
Alexander Ian Buntin
Luigi Cabiddu
Tyson Matthew Cigobia
Peter John Fritz
Stephen David John
Stephen Brian Keenan
Gilman Ferrerria Martins
Thelma McMasters
Michael Snape
Rebecca Jane Stevens
Roy Wadwell

Certificate III in Plumbing
Jonathan Andrew Ball
Cody Andrew Barry
Matthew Bennett
Thomas Jack Britton
Wade David Couzens
Paul Gerard Evans
Michael Graeme Fagan
Ryan Arthur Gorner
Lee Hartree
Brodie James Hill
Alexander Charles Johnson
Kevin Micheal McMeel
Glen John Napier
Christopher Geoffrey Roe
Martin Rob Scheepers
Spencer David Smith
Stephen George Anthony Stavros
Michael Treloar
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Certificate III in Process Plant Operations
Matthew Ty Brown
Matthew Geoffrey Davis
Roger Decurtins
John Alexander Entwistle
Dean Randall Fleming
Adam Isett
Shane Adam Love
Adrian Maddy
Neil John Marchant
Paul Molyneux

Certificate III in Refrigeration and Air-Conditioning
Wade Cann
Andrew Gleeson
Leigh James Hickey
Stellios Kariotis
Sean Charles William Mitchell
Darak Frank Radomski
Robert Lionel Sherry

Certificate III in Roof Plumbing
Ned Ian Barker
Adam Thomas Phasey
Michael Jarrad Walter

Certificate III in Transport and Logistics (Logistics Operations)
Daryl William Coutts

Certificate III in Transport and Logistics (Warehousing and Storage)
Brett Cook
Todd Davies
Mark Hill
Nikki Marie Maher

Certificate III in Warehousing Operations
Darrel Berzin
Donna Brennan
Nigel John Critchley
Peter Elton
Brett John Farmer
Peter John Fritz
Bart Alexander Hamriding
Stephen David John
Patricia Edna-May Kaart
Stephen Brian Keenan
Monique Ashley Maddalena
Shane Galbraith McLeary
Brian Priest
Michael Snape
Shane Staines
Rebecca Jane Stevens
Dylan Van Der Wal
Roy Wadwell
Alan Geoffrey Walters
Sonia Maree Wladyka

Certificate IV in Engineering (Maintenance)
Colin Beissbarth
Mathew Bradley Cameron
Michael Schofield
Daniel James Wills
George Charles Young

Certificate IV in Logistics
Guy David Adams
Katrina Bangay
Darrel Berzin
Donna Brennan
Eric Richard Corpus
Nigel John Critchley
Peter Elton
Brett John Farmer
Bart Alexander Hamriding
Jaclyn Hutchings
Shane Galbraith McLeary
Danny Patterson
Brian Priest
Dylan Van Der Wal
Sonia Maree Wladyka

Certificate IV in Plumbing and Services
Nicholas Niedermeyer

Certificate IV in Process Plant Technology
Mark James Carlson
Tyrone Heath Fellows
John Bradley Wiles
Rene Zaugg

Certificate IV in Residential Drafting
Aleksandra Ewa Allcorn
Ronnie Aragon
Natasha Kate Bonney
Julia Lennon
Nickolas Rakkas
Melissa Robinson

Diploma of Building Design and Technology
Amanda Sunners
Faculty of Engineering, Health, Science and the Environment
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Diploma of Engineering
Anthony Vella

Diploma of Network Engineering
Monica Hilse
Kieran Michael Jones

Diploma of Science
Gary Adam Fox

Bachelor of Applied Science
Trisha Ann Dowling
Debbie-Ann Gillon
Joshua David Miles
Rhiannon Chelsea Miller
Khueong Thai Nguyen
Ben Allan Parslow

Bachelor of Behavioural Science
Sladjana Aleksic
Amy Gail Ambagtsheer
Eman Ammouri
Amalia Badawi
Donna Maria Brown
Breanna Bianca Duncan
Kim Elizabeth Emery
Elizabeth Marie Greenham
Iliana-Larissa Hannuschek
Michelle Louise Hayward
Jaed Timothy Hopgood
Grace Lee
Todd Paul Marshall
Stephanie Anne McGrath
Elise Maree Lorna Morris
Matthew John O’Brien
Martin Kaj Olsson
Jessica Anne Phillips
Stefanie Charlotte Storsberg
Helen Louise Sutton
Emmajane Tattersall
Crystal Tierney
Joanne Marie Wicks
Gary Andrew Wilkinson

Bachelor of Biomedical Science
Sophie Eliza Blume
Marcel Brewster-O’Brien
Bahati Kwizera Mbusukongira
Thomas Benjamin McElroy
Sebastian Other-Gee Pohl

Bachelor of Engineering
Francis Joseph De Luca
Rick Lawrence Gibson
Seenithamby Pirasanth

Bachelor of Environmental Science
Louise Sara Ruth Alsford
Steven Charles Smith

Bachelor of Environmental Science
(Environmental Management)
Christine Lara Friebel
Stuart Joseph Hera-Singh
Naomi Elise Hudson
Guillaume Roch Puig
Louise Spooner
Christopher Martin Truscott
Lincoln Paul Radcliffe Wilson

Bachelor of Exercise and Sport Science
Nika Burger
Robert Alan Luke Butcher
Ben Dylan Cave
Nakita Dendle
Emma Deegan Fisher
Kelly William Munro

Bachelor of Humanitarian and Community Studies
Jodi-May Jones
Nancy Borges Martinho
Andrew Edward Pearson

Bachelor of Information Technology
Hassan Baydoun
Himangshu Shekhar Bose
Ngoc Lien Bui
Mann Bahadur Gurung
Aaron Neil Hay
S. M. Roman Kabir
Yong Chien Leong
Ung Terry Lim
Xian Yao Lob
Bismarck MacAbuhay
Mongkhol Ngaokaew
Ujjwal Phuyal
Brian Schmid
Christopher Sudjana
Lee Lee Ung
Kang Wang
Michael White
Neil Douglas Williams
Mark Wilson
Elvis Goncalo Da Silva Ximenes
Ezekiel Aaron Yeaman

Bachelor of Information Technology (Co-Op)
Jordan Ian Ware

Bachelor of Nursing
Andrew James Adney
Cindy Ruth Andrews
Amy Melissa Annis-Brown
Sanju Aryan Dhungana
Briccio Bartolome
Grace Marie Bautista
Chantelle Marie Behrendt
Kasia Louise Benson
Shani Erin Bone
Nicole Elise Bromham
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Belinda Lea Bruce
Ann-Louise Helene Buehler
Rachel Louise Burke
Dannylee Burns
Ryan Phillip Calcagno
Timothy Andrew Cann
Mary Alice Carter
Sunil Kumari Chandra
Portia Chitotombe
Mirirai Esther Brenda Chiunye
Charity Bekezela Chiureki
Rebecca Jane Connolly
Rebecca Anne Cooper
Joanne Elizabeth Cowell
Rebekah Rose Cruickshank
Gillian Lucy Denning
Jessica Denton
Kathryn Lee Deutrom
Clepperton Dube
Sonya Kay Edenden
Karen Ann Flack
Rizalyn Flores
Jay Mark Forrester
Melissa Lea Forsyth
Diamondo Mandy Foudoulis
Lorena Anne Fritz
Jessica Elizabeth Gerritzen
Debbie-Ann Gillon
Diana Jane Gleeson
Azenith Gonzales
Dionisos Goumas
Bernadette Joy Grinter
Skye Jeanne Hagelmann
Micheal Alan Harper
Andrew David Hartley
Conor Hawkins
Kate Heath
Keneth James Heber
Alix Laurice Hedington
Raka Marina Helai
Mary-Anne Petranella Hester
Philip Walter Higginson
Kaitlyn Jane Higham
Kylies Patrice Hoffman
Sarah Al Iji
Dave Joseph Jacinto
Matthew Phoenix Jackson
Wendy Elaine Jackson
Michelle Anne Jakubiszyn
Melissa Kate Johnston
Rumbidzai Marlene Karizamimba
Tanya Maree Karvelas
Mandeep Kaur
Manpreet Kaur
Tracey Michelle Keals
Deborah Ann Kelly
Miesje Leanne Kerin
Julie May Kruckow
Sonja Kyr
Suzanne Lambert
Jacqueline Ann Larchin
Briane Edillen Lariosa
Benelyn Laurie
Frederik Jacobus Le Roux
Dimity Esma Leech
Stephen Leynes
Charita Livings
Nicole Gail Lowry
Christie Kae MacAlos
Katharine Dawn Macan
Mary Jane Thornton MacGregor
Pamella Lynn Maram
Bernette Elizabeth Maynard
Beaullah Maziriri
Sarah Megan Mazzeo
Tlina Marjut McKay
Rachel Mary McMahon
Tegan Renee McNeill
Jacob Stanley Miller
Jessica Gulick Miller
Ferdalyn Reyes Mostar
Emma Joy Mouat
Grace Florance Mujabi
Kerri-Ann Mulcair
Teisha Christine Mulroy
Amandeep Kaur Nanday
Geraldine Nayda
Sicelokuhle Ndlovu
Elizabeth Ann Newton
Rebecca Wambui Ngigi
Derryn Troy Nissen
Linda Elizabeth Obrion
Kimalie Odette Osgood
Janelle Maree Parker
Kira Jean Parker
Susan Pearce
Sarah Olive Pell
Amanda Louise Phillips
Vikki Anne Plummer
Sok-Khoeun Pok
Sanita Devi Prasad
Caitlin Margaret Prosser
Sujeewa Priyadarshani Pussalle
Kate Jessica Ranford
Rachelle Joyce Reyes
Constantina Elizabeth Rigas
Chivonne Marie Roberts
Kimberley Elizabeth Roberts
Michelle Kate Robertson
Daniel George Robinson
Pamela Meryl Daniel Robinson
May Valdriz Rodriguez
Fiona Rae Rush
Chris Allen Scott
Imogen Catalina Louisa Sebens
Melissa Seelenmeyer
Nazranah Ghulam Shafiq
Kai-Lun Shen
Anny Shurgold
Mihella Olga Simrajh
Robyn Louise Singleton
Debbie Maree Smith
Brooke Lee Sparrow
Leisa Jane Sporn
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Lorraine Staddon
Sharyn Louise Stanley
Jessica May Sunk
Neisha Lee Teichelman
Maria Tembo
Jessica Lee Templeman
Brigid Meg Tierney
Mai Tran
Sasja Van Amerongen
Glenys Van De Wildekamp
Nicole Van Eerde
Jacki Ann Vanoostwaard
Marina Mara Vekich
Rosemarie Vergara
Jamie Wake
Deborah Anne Wensemius
Jodie Maree Whelan
Adekemi Adetola Williams
Tahnee Anne Willmott
Anula Tamara Withanage
Kofia Evelyn Yengbie
Ramen Piotr Zwagerman

Bachelor of Pharmacy
Jonathan Thomas Angelos
Monish Dayal
Katrina Michelle Graham
Julie Hay
Chong Heng Julian Ho
Rosaline Thuy Ho
Rose Husseinipour
Melanie Ann James
Hun Chul Kim
Amali Maria Laine
Jane Erica Lewis
Ly Mai
Junkyu Park
Katie Michelle Purling
Georgia Elizabeth Thorpe
Claire Rosa Zerella
Gregory Omar Zori

Bachelor of Science
Vashti Jane Silva
Philippa Linley Woodcraft

Bachelor of Social Work
Danielle Louise Carlson
Narelle Louise Fowler
Justine Frances Hatton
Alexis Suzanne Nicholson
Megan Iris Puckridge
Ankhayar Sharavammbu
Meera Thapa Tamang
Carol Frances Ward

Bachelor of Pharmacy with Third Class Honours
Gabriela Cainelli de Oliveira

Bachelor of Behavioural Science with Second Class Honours, Division B
Natalie Marie Althouse
Christopher Jason Bell
Julia Catherine Chalmers
Kelly Anne Goodwin
Patricia Maria Marriner
Karen Louise O’Dwyer
Georgia Marie Roworth
Samantha Toni Taylor

Bachelor of Pharmacy with Second Class Honours, Division B
Thi Minh Phuong Le

Bachelor of Behavioural Science with Second Class Honours, Division A
Rowann J Lambert
Sally Michelle Murdoch
Kate Elizabeth Savage

Bachelor of Pharmacy with Second Class Honours, Division A
Angela Michele Chambers

Bachelor of Science with Second Class Honours, Division A
Le Bai
Constanza Buccella
Amanda Lilleyman
Jessica Webb

Bachelor of Pharmacy with First Class Honours
Sarira El-Den

Bachelor of Science with First Class Honours
Jessica Rita Loughland

Bachelor of Social Work with First Class Honours
Kate Jane Beadman

Graduate Diploma in Child and Family Health
Amelia Rose Cahill
Jennifer Joy Edwards
Kerryn Maree Fletcher
Dalerine Ann Harding
Melissa Jayne Hoggie
Jennifer Tracey Lindsay
Cathy Louise Maher
Judith Ann March
Karen Ann Martin
Jessica Pearson
Jessica Elizabeth Young

Graduate Diploma in Midwifery
Helena Anne Ruane
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Graduate Diploma in Nursing
January Foronda Acacio
Mary-Clare Arkcoll
Wing Kaan Chan
Joanne De Rooy
Yuri Fukaya
Anne Margaret Geange
Robyn Glenyss Jones
Gwendoline Paulette Lowah
Rodney James Mottram
Rose Ncube
Leanne Smith
Stephanie Sykes

Graduate Diploma in Psychology
Corey Michael Adams
Deanne Ruth Bailey
Louise Bilato
Laurence Cox
Jose Manuel Evora
Angie Mariana Hayes
Sonya Maria MacKenzie
Sarah Elizabeth Malcolm
Angela Marriner
Julie Elizabeth Millar
Thomas Patrick Mario Moore
Theresa Parry
Diana Tilley
Leonie Joy Wagner

Graduate Diploma in Tropical Environmental Management
Kate Rogers
Roger Damien Sprague

Master of Engineering Management
Maria Concepcion Delos Reyes
Suman Gurung
Fulbert Xavier Xavier Selvaraj

Master of Health Practice
(Nurse Practitioner)
Scott Geoffrey Stokes

Master of Information Technology Management
Egas Alves
Richard Keith Keys

Master of Nursing
Dianne Barbara Callahan
Svetla Ekimilova Gotchev
Janet Haworth
Susan Ann Marie Skinner

Master of Tropical Environmental Management
Shelley Amy Franklyn
Pia Louise Harkness
Marissa Skeels
Glen Patrick Speering
Menzies School of Health Research
Friday 24 May 2013

Graduate Diploma in Health Research
Monika Tomaszewski

Graduate Diploma in Public Health
Lacey Dianna Cassidy
Moirah Elizabeth Dunsmore
Anngie May Everitt
Jennifer Clare Godfrey
Cheryle Ann Kaesler
Donna Lee Lorenze
Semukeli Ndlovu
Suwannee O’Donnell
Catherine Louise Wakelin
Joanne Margaret West

Master of Public Health
Pasqualina Maria Coffey
Tanya Elisabeth Davies
Eric Tapfuma Makoni
Andre Jonan Martyres
Meenu Muthiah
Judith Anne Myers
Leigh-Anne Lesley Onnis
Tracy Ann Spillman
Jessica Jane Sykes
Judith Caroline Taylor

Master of Health Science by Research
Gregory Wills
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School of Primary Industries

Certificate I in Agrifood Operations
Mali Paige Booth
Airjay Camp
Kristy Dhurrkay
Nigel Duncan
Jade Forscutt
Jahmal Grant
Dale Gumurdul
Lachlan James Joseph
Charles Lander
Douglas Ryan McBean
Tiffany-Anne McKnoulty
Trenix Munamurdirrdi
Perina Munyarryyun
Jai Nabulwad
Doreen Ngalmi
Gregoryanna Ngalmi
Leronston Ngalmil
Annaniyas Nundhirribala
Tevin Plummer
Muriel Jan Scholz
Jenna Rose Wallace
Rhys Wauchope Cooper
Joyce Williams
Henry Woods
Dana Yunupingu
Janelle Yunupingu

Certificate I in Conservation and Land Management
Isadore Fernando
Kevin Portaminni
Jarius Tipungwuti

Certificate II in Agriculture
Cooper-James Arthur
Cassia Nawinika Baker
Sarah Anne Barker
 Roxanne Bartlett
 Archibald Douglas Bell
 Holly Brookville Jasmin Berryman
 Lachlan David Brent
 Lucinda Ann Brintowski
 Jack Crozier
 James Edward Davison
 Kimberley Emma De Graaff
 David Alexander Donaldson
 Joseph William Druce
 Matthew Dunn
 Tiffany Janet Dunn
 Gerard Thomas East
 Clinton Etherden-Young
 Caleb Brae Francis
 Breanna Franks
 Callen Alistair Free
 Lee James Grieve
 Jack Holman
 Sandy Jenkins
 Melissa Sue Johnson

Lachlan Randall Jones
Brooke Llewlyn Kimber
Ben Peter Kiss
Lucy Laidlaw
Georgie Lamont
Cameron Stewart Latter
Samuel Walter Lehmann
Jock Colin Owen Litchfield
Alexandra Jane Long
Saxon Lyne
Samuel Maher
Campbell Davidson Marr
Robert James Shelley Maunsell
Heather Nicole McDougall
Belinda Jayde Muntelwit
Angus James Victor Murray
Martin Richard Murray
Sam O’Brien
Emily Jane Porter
David Daniel Prince
Jason Francis Prior
Jonathon Daniel Reeves
Dean William Sharrock
Jessica Judith Skinner
Kate Stuart
Carel Frederik Teseling
Daniel Bruce Turnbull
Gemma Grace White
Tillia Nonie Withers
James Wollen
Harry Richard Lindsay Woodhouse

Certificate II in Animal Studies
Joanne Elizabeth Behrendorff
Denica Sky O’Neill

Certificate II in Conservation and Land Management
Deanne Mary Rita Joe Kenyon
Dennis Tipakalippa

Certificate II in Horticulture
Trudy Hall
Malcolm Shane Lewis
Joe Russell Parry
Joshua Parry
Margaret Casey Robinson
Kristine Margaret Rowntree

Certificate II in Seafood Industry (Aquaculture)
Jazlyn McIntosh Bailey
Lachlan Mark Casburn
Atticus Farmer
Kate Emily Francis
Jack Edward Hopkinson
Eric Horn
Chloe Howard-Graetz
Jesse Jesson
Rhyes Joyce
Lachlan MacDonald
Ayesha Marshall
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Hannah McCourt
Lachlan McKenzie
Taylor O’Hare
Jake Peacock
Tyrone Pedretti
Nicholas John Paul Polotnianka
Christopher Stafford
Mark Stoddard
Leon Tcha
Rhys Thiel
Emma Elizabeth Tidswell
Cuong Tran Quoc
Hunter Waldron
Danika Williams
Braeden Woods

Certificate III in Agriculture
Alastair Commins
Rosemary Lydia Danen
Scott Aaron Hammond
Benjamin Robert Strahley

Certificate III in Agriculture (Beef Production)
Emily Blanche Bryant
Felicity Clair Gillon

Certificate III in Conservation and Land Management
Diego Alvarez Cortes
Desmond Gavin Bruppacher
Cindy Corina Coinix
William Edward Gobbert
Keith Hayes
Amanda Kemp
John Gary Kemp
Reina Kiiver
Hanna Maria Lisa Markones
Jose Francis Puruntatameri
Anita Rose Richards
Wilfred Willy Roberts

Certificate III in Horticulture
Jenna Eve Brady
John David Grant
Jaime Louise Marr

Certificate III in Seafood Industry (Aquaculture)
Rebekah Lee Drescher

Certificate IV in Conservation and Land Management
Michael Edward John Carter
Bodil Conroy
Darius Cyarat Nasir
Sarah Seppings

Certificate IV in Horticulture
Mark Reay Van Eyssen

Diploma of Conservation and Land Management
Belinda Borrett
Pauline Cass
Liane Gale Collins
Bodil Conroy
Susan Maree Foster
Hollie Gooden
Jasmin Sara Gretton
Jessica Harris
Michael Hicks
Philip Esgallera Oraya
Sarah Seppings
Srinivas Yeepi

Diploma of Horticulture
Leanne Dzendolet
Scott McDonald
Scott Fraser Morrison
School of VET Health, Community and Children’s Services

Certificate I in Spoken and Written English
Iluma Adhikiri
Suzi Ali
Glorianita Ribeiro Antunes Lopes
Arphon Auntasi
Reza Bahramieh
Saw Saing Kaa Bai
Than Than Oo Bai
Kulap Buaruuang
Guichun Chen
Chhoti Chhoti
Rukini Daly
Steddela George
Suping Gu
Singirangabo Hadija Glorioza
Nany Hamdy
Indika Dilrukshi Kumari Ratnayaka Henaka
Gedara Mudiyanselage
Somayyeh Jahanbin
Rebecca Jwan
Munyere-Aimee Kalala
Baindu Kiazolu
Rajeswary Krishnapillai
Yuying Kuang
Kaseha Simon Kwana
Yier Qian Li
Lucia Juan Lodiong
Joice Nyoka Lodu
Fatmata Mansaray
Jumakhan Mohammadi
Mujiani Mujiani
Thi Mai Nguyen
Phayao Phuangprasot
Pistu
Yupin Ponglangka
Kutsana Promhong
Nabullah Rahmani
Lin Win Reh
Teresa Soares
Hani Soleimani Rodbana
Hadi Soleimani
Tausi Emerence Sululu
Pisey Suong
Dalil Tom
Sawlim Uddin
Alivela Uwigize
Jeni Jublina Manafe Wilkins
Auraiwan Wyndham

Certificate II in Spoken and Written English
Meirika
Mohammad Al-Qadhi
Glorianita Ribeiro Antunes Lopes
Nutpitchaya Comber
Munyere-Aimee Kalala
Pouya Khohtaratsh
Thi Tuong Van Le
Juyoung Lee
Yunying Liu
Euis Dewi Siri Nurjanah
Selasteen Peter Emmanuel
Immaculee Ruziraboba Purusi
Miaoxin Yu

Certificate III in Aged Care
Christine Jane Anderson
Kathy Ger
Glynis Mary Orr
Helen Pitts

Certificate III in Children’s Services
Alisha Mae Babhini
Kaylene Bamford
Jodie Lyn Blundell
Jamie Lora Brain
Chontell Anilee Carlson
Rosalin Cox
Amy Raechel Danks
Carol Anne Dyer
Katja Herrmann
Rached Joy Margaret Holzberger
Suzanne Michelle Hunter
Mifa Jong
Alana Jade Kirby
Maryjane Kwon
Shannyc Zzarena Lilydale
Ming Liu
Danielle Neale
Nicola Marie O’Gorman
Amy-Lee Kathleen Roach
Katrina Ann Stone
Amanda Urquhart
Kassie Freda Villaflor
Shandani Walawe Durage
Jing Weng
Jo-Anne Wright
Jielei Yu

Certificate III in Community Services Work
George Anderson
Alistor Andrews
Judith Louise Brown
Giuseppina Ciccarone
Diane Lucy Collins
Paula Lucy Da Costa
Gloria Dalywater
Eileen Vacinta Gounder
Shareen Hamilton
Allan Charles Hawke
Johanna Gertruda Henrica Heijmans
Faculty of Vocational Education and Training
Friday 24 May 2013

Jeremy Jackson
Saini Marama Cecily Kale
Robert Ashley King
Kara Jean Lake
Mike Lauraman
Deanne Jane MacFarlane
Emily Catherine Nancarrow
Gavin John Naylor
Charlie Newry
Thi Nhien Trang Nguyen
Yvonne Dianne Odegaard
Liam James Parry-Mills
Krysdale Ranee Pilling
Nataoa Lisa Marie Plummer
Calvert Rankine
Natallia Leigh-Anne Ransome-Daniel
Deborah Singh
Mona Singh
Kathryn Michelle Smale
Devina Smiler
Pamela Jayne Stankiewicz
Lynnette Dianne Stewart
Edward James Taylor
Jake Kyle Tong
Bianca Turner
Leonard Robert Waldron
Jye Malcolm Walker
Claire Webb
Steven Paul Whalan
Remo Joseph Williams
Robert Junior Williri
Joey Bulaingitj Wunungmurra

Certificate III in Home and Community Care
Shay Astra
Lisa Maree Butler
Josephine Carew
Susan Morton
Caroline Wurrben

Certificate III in Spoken and Written English
Abdol Latif Ataee
Pornsiri Bain
Ranchana De Giorgio
Naeem Ehsani
Mohamed Farah Abdi
Tula Ram Gajmer
Buddhi Man Gajmer Biswa
Stephen Roe George
Mariya Gogol
Ifitan Gul
Papy Katuku
Ni Gusti Ayu Putu Kembarani
Gyeongae Kim
Vanna Kouch
Faranak Layeghi
Hong Huu Liu
Arifa Nazneen
Theonesto Ngaboyisonga
Imelda Pasaribu
Weny Pratiwi
Narin Singloke
Amtul Mubeen Syeda
Cong Wang
Sharmaine Warnakulaarachchiralalage

Certificate IV in Community Services Work
Michael Andrew McClellan
Evelyn Perkins
Sara Kate Perrin
Jodie-Marie Sams
Janice Sommerville
Pamela Jayne Stankiewicz
Andrew David Vodic

Certificate IV in Education Support
Amy Louise Allatt
Shirley Banks
Helen Bayliss
Julie Lynette Burgess
Misha Irene Deichmann
Vicki Doevendans
Sonya Dunn
Audrey Godwin
Sian Howell
Karen Ann Manning
Kelly Ann McKenzie
Lisa Rosemary Morley
Carolyn Anne Opperman

Certificate IV in Population Health
Tiffanny Ammenhauser
Mary Djurundudu
Louise Jennifer Maxwell
Katrina Ann Phillips
Lisa Smith
Lisa Jane Thompson

Certificate IV in Spoken and Written English
Linthoth Ellis

Certificate IV in Spoken and Written English - Employment
Yasser Arafat
Jherry Matahelumual
Jungyeon Seo

Certificate IV in Youth Work
Kylie Drysdale
Christy Jonas
Michael Andrew McClellan
Kristina Ann Scott

Diploma of Children’s Services (Early Childhood Education and Care)
Narelle Maree Ellem
Vanessa MacEachern
Jacinta McInnerney
Amanda Maree Post
Faculty of Engineering, Health, Science and the Environment
Thursday 13 June 2013

Bachelor of Environmental Science
(Environmental Management)
Deborah Mitchell

Bachelor of Nursing
Philip Neil Addis
Toyin Samuel Adejo
Bittu Baby
Maria Ann Camenzuli
Shaun Daniel
Monica Lauren Davis
Kelli Jayne Dawson
Virginia Catherine Anne Dunlop
Fumilayo Fanoiki
Gwenhyfar Ferguson
Lisa Clare Florentine
Lee-Anna Gatward
Troy Alan Guyette
Jessica Sally Harries
Marie Haynes
Melissa Anne Howcroft
Beverley-Ann Jones
Felicity Jane Labaticagi
Jodie-Anne McLeod
Linda Theresa Moss
Sellamma Narayansamy
Noline Takudzwa Ndhlouv
Sandra Louise O’Hara
Alyson Lee Rucioch
Belinda Ann Saligari
Keiran Arthur Schofield
Emaly Jane Scholefield
Michelle Ann Seiler
Arjula Devi Singh
Cathie Marie Smith
Rachel Frances Strong
Helen Susan Thompson
Stephanie Charlotte Thornton
Kelly Louise Towns
Dale William Matthew Tschirpig
Susanne Wesley
Peter Phillip Wildman
Jennifer Maree Woolard
Ian Anthony Worrell

Graduate Diploma in Nursing
Emil Tabbada

Graduate Diploma in Psychology
Veronica Aileen Drouin

Master of Nursing
Rebecca Gilmour
Elsy John Kanjiramthanam
Nissani Sijoy
Menzies School of Health Research
Thursday 13 June 2013

Graduate Diploma in Public Health
Barbara Molanus
Faculty of Law, Education, Business and Arts
Thursday 13 June 2013

Certificate II in Creative Industries (Media)
Madeleine Jena Groza
Kathryn Gunn
Travis Mitchell
Jonah Eliakim Woods

Certificate II in Music
Levi Chapman
Benjamin Corbett
Jessie Cutts
Taiyoren Tequisha Ecenarro
Yumi Ai Astley Flores
Silva Wallawa Dream Landers
Michael Aaron Lindsey
Rowan Martin
Sarah Mc Allan
Edward Michael
Kieran Multa
Chantelle Rothwell
Chaz Sisko
Damian John Taylor

Certificate III in Media
Joshua Dorron
Chelsea Edwards
Christopher Fitzpatrick
Gavin Leigh Henderson
Larissa Elizabeth McAllan
Jonah Eliakim Woods
Luke Wright

Certificate III in Music
Laura Maree Anderson
Thomas Dylan Everett
Patrick Kavanagh
Elizabeth Rose Lange
Peta McAllan
Jacinta McDonnell
Daniel Mark Phillips
Jorden Rodrique
Chaz Sisko

Bachelor of Creative Arts and Industries (Fine Arts)
Matilda Mae Coulson

Bachelor of Early Childhood Learning
Alison Elizabeth Haggett

Bachelor of Laws
Rene Laan

Bachelor of Teaching and Learning
Tarna Andrews
Roger Allen Chapman
Marlene Chisholm
Martell Patrice Dunn
Katharina Theresia Egger
Marisa Fior
Veronica Gordon
Philippa Helen North
Carolyn Windy

Graduate Diploma in Child and Family Health
Abigail Kate Arnold

Graduate Diploma in Teaching and Learning
Elizabeth Lola Cowan
Prabhat Soni

Master of Applied Linguistics
Lynne de Guzman Pina

Master of Education
Margaret Anne Kesby

Master of Professional Accounting
Rita Hellen Rose
Graduate Certificate of Indigenous Education
Janise Christine Fleming
Gordon Halling
Faculty of Vocational Education and Training
Thursday 13 June 2013

School of Primary Industries

Certificate I in Agrifood Operations
Henley Driffen
Dorian Inkamala
Shanley Malbunka
Mathan Pareroultja
Brendan Payne

Certificate I in Horticulture
Joseph Cooper
Ronald Dodd
Benjamin Griffin
Annetionette Kelly
Jason Keith Lawrie
Shania Raymond
Matthew James Somerville

Certificate II in Horticulture
George Scavia

Certificate III in Horticulture
Simon Denis Brown
Daniel Ian Dreis
Aimee Hatfield
Simon Carl Locher
Samuel David Moldrich
Hsien Ting Tseng

Diploma of Horticulture
Tenille Linda Durber
Faculty of Vocational Education and Training
Thursday 13 June 2013

School of VET Health, Community and Children’s Services

Certificate III in Children’s Services
Sharon Anne Clissold
Hannah Forteath
Eva Lynn Harper
Emily Lawler
Bethany Jade MacDonald
Akala Madushani Mittage
Sasha Louise Kathleen Jean Peckham
Lashri Udeshika Jayampathi Yodage

Certificate III in Community Services Work
Stephanie Arnold
Fiona Ruth Betteridge
Linda Brooks
Tania Nicole Cooke
Jeremiah Corbett
Marinette Sandra Esther
Melanie Fellows
Nicholas John Heslop
Jennifer Helen Horner
Susan Lee Killingbeck
John McKay
Basil Mick
Donna Ormsby
Tracie Lee Pearson
Adrienne Louise Price
Timothy Price
Emma Victoria Reynolds
Tegan Lynne Sankey
Billy Spratt
Martin Spratt
Kylie Christine Stewart
Selma Thompson
Tsai-Chin Sarah Tsai
Jeanette Gail Wormald

Certificate IV in Community Services Work
Mathew William Anderson
Linda Brooks
Stefan Carrillo
Edson Chigaba
Brooke Cunningham
Melanie Fellows
Rebecca Griffiths
Nicholas John Heslop
Gayle Marie Joyce
Susan Lee Killingbeck
Sharon Ann Mansell
John McKay
Rebecca Olutoyin Oyedokun
Tracie Lee Pearson
Dimitri Beaumont Pinney
Adrienne Louise Price
Emma Victoria Reynolds

Certificate IV in Education Support
Melanie Jo Shaw

Certificate IV in Mental Health
Mathew Varghese

Certificate IV in Youth Work
Nadine Annette Branagan
Linda Brooks
Stefan Carrillo
Brooke Cunningham
Rebecca Griffiths
Nicholas John Heslop
Susan Lee Killingbeck
John McKay
Tracie Lee Pearson
Dimitri Beaumont Pinney
Adrienne Louise Price
Charles Atanasious Tako
Tsai-Chin Sarah Tsai
Deborah Maria Welch
Jeanette Gail Wormald
School of Business and Service Industries

Certificate I in Business
Katrina Woods
Lynette Woods

Certificate I in Food Processing
Nigel Martin
Desmond Nandy
Geoffrey Pareroultja
Jamal Turner

Certificate I in Hospitality (Kitchen Operations)
Sandra Bara
Sandra-Lee Bell
Samuel Booth
Shannon Boyack
Mark Conrad
Loretta Dawurryama
Timothy James Hird
Edgar Inkamala
Anton Thomas Kloeden
Alfie Malbunka
Marryinga Marika
James Melky
D’Arcy Monique Mellors
Kathryn Linda Mueller
Wangarrtja Mununggurr
Matthew Smith
Stewart Thornton
Kane Martin Tisler
Brayden Williams

Certificate I in Information, Digital Media and Technology
Menelyn Brown

Certificate I in Information Technology
Alexander Francis Hoogeveen-Hill

Certificate I in Retail Services
Georgina Auld
Madeleine Bail
Zaki Robert Bitar
Natasha Joan Buranyi
Kira Lee Danby
Lucy Doyle
Coralie Jasmine Drew
Rhiannon Paige East
Shaylee Mary Fly
Matthew Hayden Grant
John Robert Hanak
Monika Harper
Sarah Jean Letts
Renee Loehr
Michelle McEwan
Tameka Edte McMasters
Phoebe Michel
Sherylea Jae Mundy

Diana Nguyen
Amy Louise Nicol
Stephanie O’Bryan
Chloe Jayde Owen
Anika Lara Patel
Emma Louise Richards
Rachel Anne Russell
Harare-May Sheridan
Sam Robert Sleep
Emma Jade Stritzel
Ma Camille Sumang
Corey Sutton
Keiana Talu
Shane Tranter
Tiffany Tregua

Certificate II in Business
Anita Ann Bailey
Junko Boston
Dianne Joan Brooks
Jessica Butcher
Serafina Phyllis Craig
Dianne Dixon
Maureen Dixon
Jill Doolan
Casandrah Dzungayira
Michelle Lee Heinen
Kelly Hodgetts
Angela Joanne Neville
Caroline Stafford
Susie Stafford
Stephi Thampi
Grace Tilmouth
Nicholah Panashe Wasarirevu

Certificate II in Hairdressing
Georgina Auld
Madeleine Bail
Rhiannon Paige East
Maria Clara Ives
Christina Lena
Renee Loehr
Michelle McEwan
Tameka Edte McMasters
Chloe Jayde Owen
Emma Jade Stritzel
Keiana Talu
Tiffany Tregua

Certificate II in Hospitality
Patrick Black
Shannon Boyack
Cameron William Brown
Sheridan Burns
Katherine Sarah Campbell
Sofie Elizabeth Cornell
Brianna Craggs
Nikki Crogan
Andrew Charles Davis
William De Decker
Siobhan Eireann Dermody
Kaitlyn Dick
Faculty of Vocational Education and Training
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Ryan John Donaldson
Lucy Doyle
Callum Robert Johnston Duguid
Sophie Renee Duke
Adam Erickson
Emma Margaret Farrelly
Darcy Louise Goryan
Savannah Jane Goryan
Lara Harding
Matthew Heller
Jesse Hunter
Benjamin James Hurley
Hannah May Hurn
Nikkita Lee Illmayer
Ben Johnson-Strike
Caitlin Le Rossignol
Angus MacGregor
Tebogo Theophilus Mokolo
Hayley Newman
Ashleigh June Owen
Anika Lara Patel
Alessandra Pecorari
Tara Pouton
Benjamin Joel Rayner
Kelsey Reynolds
Hannah Rebecca Riddell
Mark Robertson
Rachel Anne Russell
Charlotte Lieza Said Omar
Jessica Sanders
Amy Schembri
Brooke Schembri
Ellen Schembri
Shannon Claire Simms
Emma Smith
Matthew Smith
Alaina Standish
Ella Rose Syme
Keiana Talu
Tsigereda Tangey
Wesley Tohi
Angus Tuckwell
Cyndrella Uzzell
James Stewart Wallace
Stella Whippy
Rhianneon Wilson
Dana Haze Yeaman

Certificate II in Information Technology
Roymon Arackal Thomas
Gemma Foster
Levina Grant

Certificate II in Retail
Nicholas Casey
Ryan Forrester
Matthew Hayden Grant
Cyndrella Uzzell
Michelle Wilson

Certificate II in Sport and Recreation
Jack Caspani
Stacia Rice
Sam Robert Sleep
Chrae Nathan Dean Tawhai

Certificate II in Tourism
Caitlin Conradi
Amanda Madelen Mesler
Kira Lee Stephens
Cyndrella Uzzell
Stella Whippy

Certificate III in Accounts Administration
Verena Emma Barfuss
Michael Berard
Janet Sue Dailes
Renee Anne Danzo
Matthew Ryan Digby
Atul Dogra
Kyoko Latimer
Jinsuk Lee
Regena Medhurst
Nathalie Meyer-Zbinden
Nicole Moore
Ranjan Raj Pant
Jade Marie Parsons
Jayne Vondracet

Certificate III in Beauty Services
Coralee Jasmine Drew
Sherylea Jae Mundy
Amy Louise Nicol
Ruby Patricia Campbell Patman
Sardha Perera
Theresa Sanft

Certificate III in Business
Ileah Peta Allred
Hilary Arnold
Judith Bailey
Jacinta Barbour
Megan Rose Clark
Bernadette Teressa Edwards
Savannah Glynn-Braun
Troy Lawton
Jamie-Anne Maidment
Lindsay McClelland
Malachy Mark McMurtrie
Krystine Elizabeth Paice-Brown
Aaron John Priest
Edward Hugh Robertson
Lorraine Joy Werner

Certificate III in Events
Brooke Elizabeth Brodie

Certificate III in Financial Services
(Accounts Clerical)
Ellie Davies
Faculty of Vocational Education and Training
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Certificate III in Fitness
Charmaine Hodgson
Anthony Malcolm Knott
Stephen Peterken
Julieanne Louise Prior

Certificate III in Food Processing (Retail Baking - Combined)
Anh Nguyen

Certificate III in Hairdressing
Laura Rose Asmussen
Courtney Lorriane Burfoot
Brooke Louise Ferris
Claire Goodwin
Dahlia Elizabeth West

Certificate III in Hospitality
Jack Aspin
Christine Bielby
Kaitlyn Blain
Anchalee Chiangliangkool
Celeste Jean Craggs
Katelyn Rose Dunn
Grace Ferry
Christine Kay France
Kathryn Gunn
Candice Henry
Kashya-Joy Hentschel
Sophie Huyben
Georgina Louise Hynes
Ravine George Thomas Kelly
Brett King
Christina Lena
Jessica Marie Lena
Zoey Mackey-Craig
Daniel McCormick
Brennan Prior
Lauren Ashleigh Reval
Heidi Skoss
Kira Lee Stephens
Alexa Angie Sutton
Zac Turner
Mitchell Ethan James Uzzell
Kendra Leigh Watkins
Michelle Wilson
Brooke Maree Wong

Certificate III in Hospitality (Commercial Cookery)
Jaide Deanne Ericson
Cameron McLeod

Certificate III in Information Technology
Simon George Johnston Duguid
Joby Veluthamodayil Thomas

Certificate III in Meat Processing (Meat Retailing)
Craig Lawrence Murray
Samuel Ross Roberts
Toni Anne Thompson

Certificate III in Occupational Health and Safety
Tracy Chandelle Brown
Barry Cripsey
Theresa-Gracia Henley
Alexandria Christine Nattrass
Shao-Yan Mo
Matthew Sean Payne

Certificate IV in Accounting
Manekha Nimali Byerley
Pamela Delise Donnelly
Louise Bernadette Ingoe
Sharon Louise O’Toole
Jessica Anne Thatcher

Certificate IV in Business Administration
Amanda Bennett
Nicole Moore

Certificate IV in Financial Services (Accounting)
Rebecca Eileen Lillico
Josephine Eltanal Quitay
Joanne Marie Ryan

Certificate IV in Fitness
Kirsten Maree Clarke-Drance
Jesse O’Keeffe

Certificate IV in Frontline Management
Matthew Sean Payne

Certificate IV in Hospitality
Celeste Jean Craggs
Katelyn Rose Dunn
Kate Ernest
Rhiannon Shae Harley
Linsay Heit
Jessica Marie Lena
Daniel McCormick
Karla-Lee Miller
Zoe Campbell Mure
Jessica Sara Goslett Newland
Yasuko Ono
Matthew Sean Payne
Krittaporn Pethsri
Brennan Prior
Dean Edward Ryan
Michelle Wilson
Tahlia Alicia Wright

Certificate IV in Human Resources
Frances Goninan
Fianna Graham
Veronica Piroska Keves
Lynette Murray
Erica Fay Saint
Ingrid Wendelin
Faculty of Vocational Education and Training
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Certificate IV in Information Technology (Networking)
Roymon Arackal Thomas
Joby Veluthamodayil Thomas
Sajeev Vijayan

Certificate IV in Occupational Health and Safety
David Gordon Broadbridge
Leanne Therese Coburn
Peter Stanley Dempster

Certificate IV in Project Management
Nigel Allan Go-Sam
Anton Thomas Kloeden
Troy William Koch
Benjamin Olschewsky
Elmer Paul Pena
Anthony Lawrence Renehan
Rose Russelhuber
Darren John Willis

Certificate IV in Retail Management
Debra Quarmby

Certificate IV in Small Business Management
Christopher Roy Eccles

Certificate IV in Tourism
Zoe Campbell Mure

Certificate IV in Training and Assessment
Debbie Boon
Karl Edward Chandler
Robert Owen Cheslett
Edson Chigaba
Anna Cranney
Carolyn Galea
Amanda Gibbs
Stephen Peter Greenfield
Mia Hampson
Emily Rose Hayes
Anne Hebert
Peter Charles Henwood
Neville Dennison Hill
Kay Maree Horsburgh
Denise Horvath
Wayne Jacobsen
Narelle Florence Kurtzer
Murray La Palombara
Anthony Linn
Lyle Douglas Mellors
Marie Elisa Gracinia Lucinda Mirthil
Laryssa Jo Montgomery
Vanessa Moss
Dennis Pate
Robyn Pedler
Mitchell David Grene Power

Eddie Colin Regan
Raimona Joseph Schooner
Wendy Taleo
Craig Ashley Thorne
Richard John Waring
Nicole Waters
Ingrid Wendelin

Diploma of Library/Information Services
Carmela Arezzolo
Leonie Joan Moore-Smith
Tammy Michelle Schluter
Toni Weir

Diploma of Management
John Brothers
Nelson Lance Brown
Afamia Elmasri
Richard James Frith
Christopher Ralph Martin
Matika-Marie Mitchell

Diploma of Project Management
Chantelle Maree Barrett
Timothy Russell Blacker
Ronald Willmot
School of Trades

Certificate I in Automotive
Blake Dehney
Tom Hill
Stephen Mann
Jack Thomsen

Certificate I in Resources and Infrastructure Operations
Phyllis Batumbil Burarrwanga
Hou In Chong
Scott Cullenane
Matthew Dhamarrandji
Peter Mallwar Gamalanga
Aggie Ganadanu
Terrence Gapalwani
Adrian Gurjiarrawuy Gurruwiwi
David Balawarr Gurruwiwi
Sabastin Micah Wayne Laughton
Michael May
Jessica Munyarryun
Rory O’Dwyer
Connor Stephen Thomsen
Stewart Dhawulu Wunungmurra

Certificate II in Automotive Mechanical (Air Conditioning)
Andrew John Armistead
Daniel Robert Burrows
Simon Michael Callcut
Darryl James Dales
Michael Francis Doyle
Michael Du Preez
Neil Andrew Hind
Colin Hyde
Darcy Imhof
Aiden William James
David James Jones
Wayne Scott Kimlin
Leigh Anthony Klarenbeek
Matthew Donald Korner
Sagar Singh Pannu
Kane Daniel Thorp

Certificate II in Automotive Vehicle Servicing (Light Vehicle)
Isaac Mupamhadzi

Certificate II in Resources and Infrastructure Work Preparation
Peter Conway
James Douglas Cooper
Samuel Fishook
Dean Dillon Glavocich
Tiger Marshall
Peter Morgan

Certificate III in Automotive Electrical Technology
Colin Hyde

Certificate III in Automotive Mechanical Technology (Light Vehicle)
Aiden William James
Jordon Kurt Johannsen

Certificate III in Automotive Specialist (Diesel Fitting)
Graeme Scott Currie-Gamon
Cassius Samuel Ronberg

Certificate III in Carpentry
Philip Ballard
Michael Lance Box
Anton Carlo Cecchin
Christopher David Driver
James Kesby
Samuel Vincent King
Matthew Kittle
Lachlan Michael Marr
Bradley Peter McMasters
Ashleigh Edward John Morris
Timothy Nelson

Certificate III in Civil Construction Plant Operations
Teeiarri Arama
Trevor James Au
Ian Kenneth Bennett
Donald Chambers
Ludyvine Esmedina
Luke Michael Gillam
Daniel Robert Gumbleton
Terrence Halliday
Brian Healy
Brian Greg Merrett
Brett Anthony Mitchell
Scott Gerard Pippin
Daniel Ian Skelly
David Shaun Tilmouth
Barry James Whalan
Adrian Wilcock

Certificate III in Electrotechnology Systems Electrician
Christopher Kenneth Bird
Ryan Mark Clark
Christopher Mark Connor
Certificate III in Engineering - Fabrication Trade (Heavy Fabrication)
Bobby Giovanni Abbott
Thomas Darby Gorey
Daniel Wellington

Certificate III in Engineering - Mechanical Trade
Nathan Karl Hampton
Robert Janima
Callum McGauchie

Certificate III in Logistics
Deborah Anne Rayment

Certificate III in Plumbing
Jade Alexander Jones
Nathan McAuliffe

Certificate III in Road Construction and Maintenance
Ludyvine Esmedina

Certificate IV in Logistics
Paul Bramley
Alumni Welcome

Congratulations on completing your award from Charles Darwin University. I hope you will never forget your time with us and I encourage you to stay in touch with the University as you continue through your life journey.

I wish you every success in your future endeavours and encourage you to contribute to the Alumni web site and University publications. We would be delighted if you would share your experiences of the University, future career achievements and personal triumphs.

Charles Darwin University Alumni has been set up to support and promote the interests of our graduates, and to foster an environment where members can contribute to the future of the University. The Alumni also provides a professional and social connection for all people who have contributed to Charles Darwin University.

Alumni membership is free. You can complete your Alumni registration online through the Alumni website at www.cdu.edu.au/alumni

On behalf of the Alumni and the University, I welcome you into the Alumni family and I look forward to continuing our relationship with you.

Yours sincerely

Her Honour The Honourable Sally Thomas AM
Chancellor
Academic Dress

DEGREE OF DOCTOR
(other than the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy)
- Festal gown of scarlet cloth of Cambridge doctoral pattern with 10cm facings and sleeve linings with the colour of the doctoral degree
- Black velvet bonnet with silver cord and tassel
- Hood of scarlet cloth lined with silk of the relevant award colour specified in Table 1

DEGREE OF DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY
- Festal gown of scarlet cloth of Cambridge doctoral pattern faced with cream silk
- Black velvet bonnet with cream cord and tassel
- Hood fully lined with claret silk and edged with cream silk

MASTERS DEGREES
- Black gown of Cambridge masters pattern
- Black trenched/mortar board with black tassel
- Hood fully lined with the relevant award colour specified in Table 1 and edged with white silk

GRADUATE DIPLOMAS AND CERTIFICATES
DEGREE OF BACHELOR
- Black gown of Cambridge bachelors pattern
- Black trenched/mortar board with black tassel
- Hood trimmed with the relevant award colour specified in Table 1

DIPLOMAS/ADVANCED DIPLOMAS/ASSOCIATE DEGREES
- Black gown
- No hood or trenched
- Full length stole

ASSOCIATE DIPLOMAS/CERTIFICATE IV
- Black gown
- No hood or trenched
- Full length stole

CERTIFICATES OTHER THAN CERTIFICATE IV
- Black gown

Table 1
Colours are allocated to groups of awards in areas which form a broad field of study, as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field of Study</th>
<th>Colour</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Natural and Physical Sciences</td>
<td>Moss Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information Technology</td>
<td>Cossack Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engineering and Related Technology</td>
<td>Purple</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Architecture and Building</td>
<td>Magenta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agriculture, Environmental and Related Studies</td>
<td>Peony Red</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health</td>
<td>Pale Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Peach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management and Commerce</td>
<td>Powder Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Society and Culture</td>
<td>Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creative Arts</td>
<td>Lemon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food Hospitality and Personal Services</td>
<td>Light Royal Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixed Field Programs</td>
<td>Lavender</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indigenous Education</td>
<td>New Red</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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